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INTRODUCTION
This volume of the Larsa year names constitutes the last of the series of the 
Isin-Larsa year names. All three books should be considered as tools which update 
as much as possible the known year names of these two cities during the Old 
Babylonian Period.
Like the previous volume, this book is divided into two sections:
• The list of the year names;
• The chronological classification of the tablets known for a given year.
List of the Larsa Year Names
Since the publication of the Datenlisten in RLA II and Mercer, no general 
study has taken up and updated the list of year names on the basis of the new year 
names which have been accumulated since then. The present publication brings up 
to date the year names attested in the different lists mentioned above and those 
known from the dates of newly published cuneiform texts.
Instead of a composite year formula or its longest form, I have preferred to 
present all the variants of each year name. The variants are classified from the 
longest to the shortest formula, a letter of the alphabet being assigned to each var­
iant. Each new year name is identified by a number indicating its place in the order 
of the year names. A  new year name is indicated by the letter B while an us-sa year 
(year after the year) is marked by the letter A. When the Order of the year-names 
for a given reign is not yet known, an arbitrary classification is proposed, each year 
being identified by a letter of the alphabet; thus for instance:
mu- us-sa ... 
mu- us-sa ... 
mu (new year-name) 
mu ... 
mu ...
Classification of year names whose order is not known is as follows:
A B a mu ...
b mu
c mu ...
B A a mu- us-sa
b mu- us-sa
A a mu ...
b mu ...
C B a mu ...
b mu ...






2 LARSA YEAR NAMES
When a known sequence of year names is found within a longer series, the 
order of which is not known, the known sequence is indicated by numbers, but at 
the same time the letters of the alphabet are still kept for the purpose of identifying 
each year name; thus:
1 year x became king
A B mu ...
B B mu ...
C 1 B mu ...
D 2 A mu-us-sa
E 3 B mu ...
F 4 B mu ...
G
Each variant of the year name is documented by a reference to its publication. 
The references are classified chronologically in Part II of this book.
<■
With the same desire to provide tools for students and researchers in 
museums, I am preparing a complete index of all the words figuring in all the year 
names of the Old Babylonian period.
It is hoped that this work and effort will induce some academics to open more 
freely their drawers on some year names promised for publication on some rainy 
day.
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OF THE KINGS OF LARSA
YEAR NAMES OF THE KINGS OF LARSA
Gungunum
1 B a mu Gu-un-gu-nu-um <\ugal ?>
Year Gungunum became king
2 B a mu 2 P^giSimmar urudu e-dUtu-£e i-ni-in-k [u4-re]
Year he placed in the temple of SamaS two copper palmtrees
3 B a mu Ba-5i-miki ba-hul
Year BaSimi was destroyed
4 A  a mu-us-sa Ba-£i-miki ba-hul
Year after the year Basimi was destroyed
5 B a mu An-5a-anki ba-hul
Year AnSan was destroyed
6 B a mu en dUtu ma5-e in-pad
Year the high-priestess of Utu was revealed by omen
7 A  a mu-us-sa en dUtu maS-e in-pad 
b mu-us-sa en dUtu mas-e 1- p^d
Year after the year the high priestess of Utu was revealed by omen
8 A  a 
B a
mu-us-sa en dUtu maS-e i-pad mu-us-sa-bi
mu alam urudu gu-la e-dUtu-S6 i-ni-in-ku4*re
Year he placed in the temple of Utu a big copper statue
RA 15 4 5 = RLA 2 150 94 
RA 15 4 6 = RLA 2 150 95
RA 15 4 7 = RLA 2 150 96
RA 15 4 8 = RLA 2 150 97
RA 15 4 9 = RLA 2 150 98
RA 15 4 10 = RLA 2150 99; UET5 617
RA 15 4 11 = RLA 2 150 100 
UET 5 527,528; JCS 28. 240. 7,8
UET1227























a mu en dUtU ba-hun-ga RA 15 4 13 = RLA 2 150 102; UET 5 524: 7; 570
Year the high priestess of Utu was installed
a mu Gu-un-gu-nu-um lugal-e g|SSu-nir gal min-a-bi it g^gu-za kaskal 6-d Nanna -Se i- ni-in- ku4-re
b mu Gu-un-gu-nu-um lugal-e Su-nir gal nisag d Nanna -ra mu-na-dfm UET 1228
c mu Gu-un-gu-nu-um g‘5gu-za kaskal e-d Nanna in-ni- ku4-re TIM 5 23
d mu g^su-nir gal min-a-bi e-d Nanna -Se i- ni-in-ku4-re RA 15 4 14 = RLA 2 150 103
e mu g‘Jsu-nir gal min-a-bi 6-d Nanna -Sfe i- ni-in-ku4-re UET 5 100; AS 16, 201
f mu su-nir gal min-a-bi [e-d]rNanna’-Se i- ni-in-ku4-re-en UET 5 269
8 mu Su-nir gal nisag-ga e-d Nanna i- ni- ku4 YOS 14 170
h mu Su-nir nisag e-d Nanna i- ni-in-ku4-re YOS 14 171
i mu g|5Su-nir nisag-ga UET 5 369
Year the king Gungunum had placed in the temple of Nanna 2 great standards and a sedan-chair
a mu alan urudu g!r-tab-ba <dNanna-ra> mu-un-na-an-dfm
Year he had a silver statue representing the king> walking, fashionned for Nanna
RA 15 4 15 = RLA 2 150 104; UET 1265; 
see year 14
a mu-us-sa alan urudu gir-tab-ba mu-un-na-an-di'm r a  15 416 = RLA 2 150 105; UET 1265 2-3
b mu-us-sa urudu alan gir-dabs-ba [ ] UET5 524Rev. 5






mu en- dnin- sun-zi en dNin-gubalag ba-hun-ga 
[mu en-] nin-dsun-zi en dNin-gubalag ba-hun-ga 
mu en- nin- sun-zi en dNin-gubalag ba-hun-ga-a 
mu en- nin- sun-zi en dNin-gubalag ba-hun-ga
RA 15 4 17 = RLA 2 150 106 
UET I 265 4-5 
UET 5 283 
UET 5 594
e mu en- nin- sun-zi ba-hun-ga-a UET 5 282,517
f mu en-[ ] UET 5 524 Rev. 10
Year Enninsunzi, the high-priestess of Ningubalag*, was installed *ZA58 121 n. 57
a mu Gu-un-gu-nu-um lugal-e urudu alan gu-la e-d[Nanna]-se i- ni-in-ku4-ra JCS 28.241.9; see year l i
b mu alan urudu gir-tab-ba e-d Nanna -se i- ni-in-ku4-re RA 15 4 18 = RLA 2 150 107.
c mu urudu alan gir-tab-ba e-d Nanna -It i- ni-in-ku4-re UET 1 265, 6-7
d mu urudu alan DU.a e-d Nanna -se i- ni-in-ku4-re YOS 14 172,175









/  mu urudu alan DU.a gu-la e-d Nanna -ra in-ni-in-ku4-re Y O S14174
Year he had a copper statue placed in the temple of Nanna See Year l l
15 B a mu e ldAn-ne-pad-da in-si- ga RA 15 4 19 RLA 2 150 108
b mu e ldAn-ne-pada in-si- ga UETI 265 8
c mu e gu ldAn-ne-pad-da in-si-[ga]-a-[?] UETI 230
Year he had dug the canal Annepadda* *ZZB 112 n. 567
16 B a mu e dInanna Sa Larsaki-ma ba-du RA 15 4 20 = RLA 2 150.109
b mu 6 dInanna Sa Larsa -ma ba-du UET I 265 9
Year the temple of Inanna in Larsa was built
17 B a mu e 7m-gur-dEN.ZU in-si-ga RA 15 5 21 = RLA 2 150 110; UET 1265 10
Year he had dug the canal Imgur-Sin
18 B a mu 6 dLugal-ki-dug-na ba-du RA 15 5 22 = RLA 2 150 111; UET I 265 11
b mu 6 Lugal-ki-dug-na TCL1 234
Year the temple of Lugalkiduna* was built ‘Heidelberger Studien 165; ZZB, note 491
19 B a mu inim An dEn-lfl dNanna-ta ugnim Ma-al-gi4-a g‘stukul ba-an-sig e-danna"3 bf-■in-gi-[na] u id kur- ra ka-bi ba-an-u£
UET I 265 12-16
b mu inim dEn-lfl-l£ dNanna-ta ugnim rSIG4lki g^tukul ba-an-sig u 6-danna in-gi- na h fd-rkur’-[ra ka-bi ba-an-u§]
RLA 2 150 112 = RA 15 5 23
c mu ugnim Ma-al-gu-um g*5tukul ba-an-sig UET 5 478
d mu Ma-al-gu-um gi t^ukul ba- sig UET 1 259?
e mu ugnim Ma-al-ka-aki g' t^ukul ba-an-sig AJSL 33 p. 233 n. 22 et p. 242 n. 38 see WS 4
Year, by the order of An, Enlil and Nanna, the army of Malgium was destroyed by the
weapons, the Edanna* was erected and the mouth of the mountain canal was opened •ZZB 250; Malgium = SIG4ki in AO 7025 (RA 15
5 23)
20 B a mu abul mah Urikl-ma ba-du YOS 14 176
• b mu abul mah Uriki ba-du UET I 265 17; RLA 2 150 113 = RA 15 5 25; RA
71 20 G.20
c mu abul Urikl-ma ba-du AJSL 33 p. 221 n. 3; p. 239 n. 30
Year the great gate of Ur was erected




















b mu bad gal Larsakl ba-du 
c mu bad gal [ ]
, Year the great wall of Larsa was built
a mu Du -un-nu-umkl u !di-[Sar-tum ba- du] 
b rmu’ [Du]-un-nu-um i- Sar-tum ba- du
c mu Du- nu-um ldi- Sar-tum
d 'mu1 Du- nu-um f‘dl[ ]
e mu Du- nu-um** mu-du
/  mu BAD ldi- Sar-tum ba- du
Year Dunum was built and the canal ISartum was dug
a mu bad ka-dGestin-an-na Gu-un-gu-nu-um mu-dii 
b mu bad gal ka-dGestin-an-na ba- du
c mu bad e?-dGestin-an-na ba- du
Year the great fortification of Ka-GeStinanna was built
a mu Gu-un-gu-nu-um [e-d Nin-i]-si-[in k'-na Larsa kl-ma mu-du] 
b mu 6-d Nin-i -si- in ki-na sa Larsa ki-ma ba- du
c [mu 6-d]Nin-i-si-in[ki-na Larsa] kl-ma ba-du
Year the temple of Nisinna in Larsa was built
a mu e-zi*-na-ab-tum ku dNanna Sa Urikl-ma ba-dii
b mu 6-zi -na-ab-tum dNanna Sa Uriki-ma ba-du
c mu 6-zi -na-ab-tum dNanna ba-du
d mu abul?-la? d[ ]
Year the holy Eginabtum of Nanna in Ur was built
a mu alam ku-babbar dNanna-ra mu-na-an-dfm
b mu alam ku-babbar dNanna-ra [ ]
Year a silver statue was fashionned for Nanna
YOS 14 177 
UETI 231; YOS 14 349 
RA 71 20 G.21
Gungunum 21B = Sin-iqislam 3B
RA 15 5 27 = RLA 2 150 115
UET I 265 18
YOS 14 178
RA 71 20 G: 22
TCL1 55
UET 5 530 4-5
Kisurra 80A, B
UET I 265 20; RLA 2 150 116 = RA 15 5 28 
RA 71 20 G: 23
UET 5 616
RLA 2 150 117; UET I 265 21; RA 71 20 G: 24;
RA 15 5 29 
UET 5 101
RA 15 52 30 = RLA 2 150 118 (gi); UET I 265 
22-23
UET I 232;UET 5 734
UET 5 284, 398 (tablet dated by Abisare 1), 546 
RA 71 20 G: 25
*RA 15.52.30 and UET 5.546 seem to have gi, the 
others zi
RA 15 5 31 = RLA 2 150 119; RA 71 20 G: 26;












a mu id dBa-ba6- ri -Sa- at id rGfr1-[suki] ba- ba-al-la 
b mu id <iBa-ba(i-<ri>-sa-[at] ba- ba-al
c mu id dBa-ba^-he-gal ba-[ba-al]
d mu id dBa-bag ba- ba-al
Year the canal “Baba brings abundance” was dug
a mu-us-sa id dBa-bag mu-bal
Year after the year the canal “Baba <brings> abundance” was dug 
mu Gu-un-gu-num ba-til
UET5 776 
Amaud, Larsa 254 1























mu A-bi-sa-re-e lugal 
mu A-bi-sa-re-e lugal 
mu A-bi-sa-re-e 
mu A-bi-sa-re-e lugal-e 
mu A-bi-sa-re lugal 
Year Abisare (became) king




mu id se-ga- dInanna-Zabalamkl ba-ba-al 
mu id i'/7i-gur-dInanna-Zabalamkl ba-ba-al 
mu id i/n-gur- dInanna-Zabalamki 
mu id [ ]
Year the canal “favorite of Inanna of Zabalam” was dug





mu alam ku-babbar 6-dNanna-se i-ni-in-ku4-re 
mu alam ku-babbar e-dNanna-ka i-ni-in-ku4-ra 
mu alam ku-babbar e-dNanna-§e in- ku4 
mu alam ku-babbar 6-dNanna-ra? [ ] i- ku4 
Year he had a silver statue placed in temple of Nanna
4 A a [mu-us]-sa alam ku-babbar [e-dNan]na i-ni-in-ku4-ra
B a mu id An-ne-pad-da ba-ba-al 
Year the canal Annepadda was dug
5 A  a mu-us-sa id An-ne- pad-da ba-ba-al
b
c
mu-us-sa id An-ne- pad-da
mu-us-sa [id] An-ne-[pad-da] a-bi [ ] ba-[ba-al]
N>
RA 14. 153B
UET 5 398,547, 568; YOS 14 183 
YOS 14 180,181,183,184; RA 14 15 3 A  
RA 15 5 34 = RLA 2 151 121; RA 71 20 AS1 
TIM 5 39 
Strasbourg 47
RA 15 5 35 = RLA 2 151 122; UET 5 736, 876 <ki> 
RA 71 20; YOS 14 186; RT 34 109 
TCL 1 235 
UET 5 735
UET 1 234; UET 5 877
RA 15 5 36 = RLA 2 151 123; RA 71 20 AS 3 
UET 1 233; UET 5 285, 620, 737 
UET 5 131 
YOS 14 185
YOS 14 308
RA 15 5 37 = RLA 2 151 124; RA 71 20 AS 4; 
UET 5 102; 286, 287,738
RA 15 5 38 = RLA 2 151 125; RA 71 20 AS 5; 
YOS 14 187,188,189,190,193,196,197,198; 
UET 5 288,526, 739 
































Year after the year the canal Annepadda was dug
mu !dhi-ri-tum sa Larsakl-ma ba-ba-al 
mu 'dhi-ri-tum bad Larsakl-ma ba-ba-al 
mu !dhi-ri-tum Larsakl-ma ba-ba-al 
mu !ihi-ri-tum ba-ba-al
mu idhi-ri-tum
Year the canal of the wall of Larsa was dug
mu-us-sa 'dhi-ri-tum ba-ba-al
mu id mah A-bi-sa-re-e ba-ba-al
mu l'd mah A-bi-sa-re-e lugal
mu id mah ba-ba-al
Year the great canal of Abisare was dug
mu alan na4gug na-*za-gm Su-duya
mu alan na* ni-gul- da [
mu urudualan na4 ni-gul- da-ta ak
6-dNanna-§e i-[ni- in-ku4-re] 
] i- ni- in-ku4-[ ] 
6-dUtu*-r§61 i- ni- ku4-ra
mu urudualan na4 ni-gu-lu-da-ta ak 
mu urudualan
6-dUtu-ra i- ni- in-ku4-ra
e-dUtu-§6 i- ni-[in-ku4 ]
mu urudualan A-bi-sa-re-e [ ]
mu urudu alan ni-gul- ta 6-dUtu-£e
Year he had a statue decorated with cornaline and lapis-lazuli placed in the temple of 
Nanna/Utu (stone skillfully cut)
mu-us-sa urudualan na4 ni-gu-lu-da-rta’ e-dUtu-Se i-ni-in-ku4-ra 
mu-us-sa '>Tudualan A-bi-sa-re-e e-dUtu i-ni- ku4
mu A-bi-sa-re-e lugal-e ugnim I-si-inki-na TUN.KAR bf-in-si-ga
mu [ugnim i-si-inki-na] TUN.KAR bi-[in- si-ga]
mu ugnim i-si-inkl-na 8lStukul ba- an-sig
mu ugnim I-si-inki-na 8,stukul ba- sig
mu ugnim I-si-inki-na
Year Abisare the king defeated the army of Isin with his weapons
RA 15 5 39 = RLA 2 151 126
YOS 14 192,194,195,199, 200,201 202, 203, 204
UET 5 550, 740; UET I 298 5; Iraq 15 122
RA 71 20 AS 6
UET 5 851: 7; YOS 14 336
RA 71 20 (see note p. 22; AS 6’)
YOS 14 205, 206, 208; RA 71 20 AS 7 
BIN 7 93
RA 15 5 40 = RLA 2 151 127; UET 5 325, 505,851; 
UET 1 298 4
RA 15 5 41 = RLA 2 151128 
UET 1 298 6
UET 5 525; UET I 226b; ‘see RA 71 23-25 and 
AEPHE ive section 1975-1976, p. 146 n. 128 
UET 1226a, UET 5 732 
RA 71 20 AS 8
UET 5 879; (perhaps NUAD H)
NBC 09072
UET 5 787
YOS 14 211 (see Nur-Adad I)
UET 5 621 = UET 1235
Iraq 15 108 n. 30
RA 15 5 42 = RLA 2151 129;
RA 71 20 AS 9














10 A a mu-us-sa ugnim NBC 5330
B a mu A-bi-sa-re-e lugal-e en dUtu UET 1 236; Iraq 15 105-106 (U 6384); UET 5
134,741
b mu A-bi-sa-re-e en dUtu YOS 14 209
c mu A-bi-sa-re-e UET 5 133; YOS 14 210
d mu ren' dUtu rdumu1 A-bi-sa-re-e rmas-eirin1-pad RA 71 20; BIN 7 95
e mu en dUtu A-bi-sa-re-e mas-e in-pad BIN 7 94
f mu A-bi-sa-re-e lugal mu en dUtu e dUtu in-ku4-ra YOS 14 182 '
8 mu en dUtu - mas-e in-pad BIN 7 96, 97, 99,100, 101,102; NBC 6298, 6331?,
6327, 6291, 6296; YOS 14 207; UET 1 298 9
h mu en dUtu ba-hun-[ga] RA 15 5 43 = RLA 2 151 130
i mu en dUtu BIN 7 98
Year the king had the high-priestess of Utu, the daughter of the king, revealed by omen
11 A a mu-us-sa A-bi-sa-re-e en dUtu mas-e in-pad UET 5 132
b mu-us-sa A-bi-sa-re-e en dUtu maS-e in-pad UET 5 442 •
c mu-us-sa en dUtu ma§-e in-pad . RA 71 20; UET 5 289; NBC 6293; UET 1 298 10
d mu-us-sa en dUtu mas-e i- pad UET 5 743
e mu-us-sa en dUtu ba-hun-ga RA 15 5 44 = RLA 2 151131
f mu-us-sa A-bi-sa-re-e lugal en dUtu mas-e in-pad UET 1237
Year following the year the king had the high-priestess of Utu, the daughter of the king, 
revealed by omen
11 mu A-b(-sa-re-[e] U E T1298 it









a mu Su-mu-il lugal-e
b mu Su-mu-il lugal
c mu Su-mu-el
Year Sumuel became king
a mu Su-mu-el lugal-e alan
b mu Su-mu-el lugal-? alan





Year, Sumuel the king had a
ku -babbar e-dUtu-se i- ni -in-ku4- ra 
kh -babbar e-dUtu-se i- ni -in-ku4- ra 
ku -babbar e-dUtu-ra [i]-ni -in-ku4- ra 
ku -babbar e-dUtu-se i- ni -in-ku4-[ra]
ku]-babbar 6-dUtu-se i-rni'-in-ku4 
ku -babbar e-dUtu-se i- ni -in-ku4- ra 
kh -babbar e-dUtu-se in -in-ku4 
silver statue brought in the temple of Utu
UET 5 223; YOS 14 214
UET 5 163; 222; 265; 529; 530; 545; 569; 744; 745; 
YOS 14 213; 215; 216; YBC 12 106; 12 111; RA 71 
26 S.I; BIN 7 114?
RA 15,531 46 = RLA 2 151 132; UET 1 298 12; 
UET 8 66 (destroyed)
UET 5 195; 531
UET 5 746 -
UET 5 747
RA 15,531 47 = RLA 2 151 133; UET8 66: 2;
UET I 298: 13 
RA 71 26 s.2 















3 A a mu-us-sa-bi Su-mu-el lugal-e
b mu-us-sa Su-mu-il lugal alam ku-babbar e-dUtu-ra i-ni-in-ku4-ra
c mu-us-sa Su-mu-el lugal-e alam ku-babbar e-dUtu i-ni-in-ku4-[ ]
TIM 5 34
Iraq 15 105; UET 1 238. 
UET 5 164
B mu Su-mu-el lugal-e ur mah urudu min-a-bi ka mah bar- ra dInanna-s6 ba-an-gub-ba / i-ni-in-ku4-ra
a mu Su-mu-el lugal ur mah min -bi ka mah dInanna hu-mu-du BIN 7103
b mu Su-mu-el lugal ur mah min -bi BIN 7 115; 117
c mu ur mah urudu m in-a-bi ka [mah bar]- 'ra1 dInanna-i& i-ni-in-ku4-[re] RA 15 53148 = RLA 2 151134
d mu uruduur mah min-a-bi ka [ ] i-ni-in-ku4-[re] UET 129814-15
e mu uruduur mah min-a-bi ka mah bar- ra dInanna-ka na-an-gub-ba-a UET 1239
f mu urudu ur ma|j ka mah dInanna hu-mu-gub Fouilles de Tello 2-149
g mu urudu ur mah min-a-bi ka mah bar- ra hu-mu-gub BIN 7116
h mu ur [ ] -bi ka mah dInanna hu-mu-un-du RA7126s.3 CO
i mu uruduur mah min-a-bi ka bar- ra dInanna-ra mu-'ni-dii1 UET 8 66: 3 c3
j mu uruduur mah min-a-bi UET 5 290
c
SL
Year, Sumuel the king had 2 huge copper lions placed outside the great gate o f Inanna
A a mu- us-sa uruduur-mah min-a-bi ka-mah bar-ra dInanna-ka sa Larsaki-ma na-an-[gub-ba-a] UETI 240
b mu-•us-sa ur-mah min YOS 14 225
B a mu Su-mu-el lugal A-kii- su^' ba -hul UET 5 373
b mu A-ku- uskl ba -hul u ugnim Ka-zal -luki Siitukul ba-an-dfb UET 8 66:4; UET I 298; RA 15 53 149
c mu A-ku-[uskl ba]-hul ugnim [Ka-zal] -luki P^tukul ba- sig RA 71 26 4
d mu A-ku- sum u ugnim Ka-zal -lu S' t^ukul ba- sig BIN 7 123
e mu A-ku- us 8>stukul ba- sig BIN 7 118
f mu A-ku- sum ba -hul ugnim 8iStukul ba- sig BIN 7 120
g mu A-ku- uski ba -hul BIN 7 126; YNER 4 8
h mu A-ku- ba -hul UET 5 291
i mu urukl A-ku- us ba -hul UET 1 242
j mu uru A-ku- «5kl ba -hul UET 5 103
k mu A-ku- sumki ba -hul BIN 7 122,125
l mu A-ku- sum ba -hul BIN 7 121,127; YOS 14 220, 221
m mu A-ku- sa1" ba -hul BIN 7 119,124
Year Akusum was plundered and the army of Kazallu was smitten by the weapons
A mu-us-sa A-ku-suki ba-hul Iraq 15 116; UET I 243
B a mu ugnim Unugki-ga SiJtukul ba-an-dfb UET 8 66: 6
b mu ugnim Unugkl-ga 6>stukul ba- sig Iraq 15 174; YOS 14 212
c mu ugnim Unugkl-a 8istukul ba- sig UET 1 253
d mu 'ugnim1 [ ]ki g‘Jtukul ba-an-sig RA 71 26 S.5
Year the army of Uruk was smitten by the weapons
B a mu Su-mu-el lugal en dUtu ba- hun-ga UET 5 676
b mu Su-mu-el en dUtu e-dUtu-s>e mu-na-ku4 Kisurra 28
c mu en dUtu ba- hun-ga-a UET 5 552
d mu en dUtu ba- hun-ga RA 15 53 1 51 = RLA 2 151137; UET 8 66:5; YBC
11 999; BIN 7 129,130, 132,134,135,137
e mu e[n dUtu] ba- hun-ga ' RA 71 26 S.6
f mu en dUtu BIN 7 128,131, 133,136,138; YNER 4 117;
YOS 14 264









h mu En- me -te-an-ki ba- hun-ga U E T 1244
i mu En-<me>-te-an-ki TIM 517
Year Enmeteanki, the high-priestess of Samas was installed / brought in the temple of
Samas (b)
A a [mu-us]-sa [5«-/?tM]-fel lugal-e [en d]Utu ba-hun-ga-a UET 5 553
b mu-us -sa en d Utu ba-hun-ga RA 15 53 I 52; YNER 4 118 (pl.XX n. 50); YOS
223, 226, 229
B a mu Su-mu-el lugal-e id Lugal-dEN.ZU ba-ba-al UET 5 135
b mu Su-mu-el lugal id Lugal-dEN.ZUki ba-ba-al UET 5 88 (case),r752’
c mu Su-mu-el id Lugal-dEN.ZU kal-la-£e? UET 5 88 (envelope)
d mu id Lugal-dEN.ZU-na ba-ba-al RA 15 5 3 1 50 = RLA 2 151136
e mu id Lugal-dEN.ZU ba-ba-al UET 5 169,170?, 750,751
f mu Lugal-dEN.ZU ba-ba-al UET 5 357
g mu id Lugal-dEn-kikl ba-ba-al RA7126S.7
h mu urukl Lugal-dEn-ki ba-an-dab UET 8 66 7
i mu Lugal-dEN.ZU1" ba-an-dib AJSL 33 RFN 39
i mu l'd Lugal-dEN.ZU1"? Oberhuber, SAKF 130
Year Sumuel the king had the canal “Sarrum-Sin” dug 1
A a mu-us-sa id Lugal-dEN.ZU ba-ba-al UET 5 749, 753
B a mu uruki ka- l'd- da ba-an- hul UET 8 66: 8; RA 15 53 153 = RLA 2 151139
b mu uru ka-ri'd'-[da] ba-an-[hul] YOS 14 227
c mu urukl ka- id- da ba- hul UET 5 185, 292, 756; JCS 28. 241.10
d mu uru1'* ka- l'd UET 5 754
Year the city Pi-naratim was destroyed
A a mu-us-sa Su-mu-el lugal ka-fd-daki ba- rhuP TCL10 1
b mu-us-sa uru1" ka-i'd-da ba-an-hul RA 15 53 I 54 = RLA 2 157:140
c mu-us-sa uruki ka-i'd-da ba- hul UET 5 171, 755, 757; UET 1 245
d mu-us-sa urukl l'd-da ba-an-hul UET 8 66 9
e mu-us Bad KA-na-ra-tum b[a- hul] RA 70 46,51
f mu-us-sa ka-i'd-da YOS 14 126
g mu-us-sa ka-i'd-da ba- hul UET 5 190

















A  a mu-us-sa-a-bi uruki ka-fd-da ba-an- hul
b mu-us-sa- bi uruk[' ka-fd-da] ba-an-[hul]
B a mu uru Sa- bu-umki uru tur-turkl gu ldBuranun-na ba-an-dfb-dfb
b mu urukl Sa- bu-um u uruki didli gu ldBuranun-na ba-an-dfb-dfb
c mu Sa- bu-umki u uru14* didli gu ldBuranun-na ba-an-dfb-dfb
UET 8 66:10
RA 15 5 3 155 = RLA 2 151141
YOS 14 284 
YOS 14 266
YOS 14 265,268, 269, 270, 271,273, 274, 276, 278,
279, 280
d mu Sa- bu-umkl it uruki didli gu ldBuranun-na [ ]-dfb-dfb YOS 14 224
e mu Sa- bu-um u urukl didli gu ldBuranun-na ba- sig YOS 14 275
f mu urukl Sa- bu-um ba-an-dib BIN 7 104
g mu Sa- bu-um ba-an-dib YOS 14 281
h mu Sa-a-bu-um uru1" didli ba-an-dib YOS 14 277
i mu Sa- bu-umki u uru^ didli ba-an-dfb YOS 14 272
Year the city of Sabum and the villages of the bank of the Euphrates were taken
a mu-us-sa uruw ka-fd-da ba-hul mu-us-sa-bi UET 5 758,759
a mu ugnim KiSki 8iJtukul ba-an-dabs y UET 8 66:11; RA 15 53 I 56 (sig/dab5) = RLA 2
151 142
b mu ugnim KiSki S13 *i5tukul ba- sig UET 5 549, 622; YOS 14 230-235; YBC 10 615,10
660
Year the army of Ki§ was destroyed
a mu-us-sa ugnim Ki§ki S' t^ukul ba-an-dabs U ET 8 66: 12; RA 15 5 3 157 = RLA215U43;
FLP 1512
b mu-us-sa ugnim Ki£ki S' t^ukul ba-an-sig BIN 7 105 1. 16; YOS 14 236-241, 243
c mu-us-sa ugnim KiSki Si5tukul ba- sig BIN 7 150; YOS 14 219
d mu-us-sa ugnim BIN 7 106
e mu-us-sa KiSki ba- sig YOS 14 228
Year following the year the army of Kis was destroyed
13 A  a mu-us-sa-a-bi ugnim KiSki 6i5tukul ba-an-dabs UET 8 66:13
b mu-us-sa-bi RA 15 53 I 58 = RLA 2 151144
c mu-us-sa ugnim Si5tukul mu-us-sa UET 5 679,760
d mu-us-sa-bi ugnim Ki2ki 8iStukul ba-sig YNER4 85p. 115














Second year following the year the army of Kis was destroyed
a mu-us-sa 4-bi ugnim Kis^ g^tukul ba-sig BIN 7 151; YNER 4 84 p. 114; YOS 14 242, 247, 250
b mu-us-sa 4-bi YOS 14 249
Third year following the year the army of Ki§ was destroyed
a mu Su-mu-il lugal-e ugnim Ka-zal-luki S^tukul ba-sig UET5 748
b mu ugnim Ka-zal-luki u lugal-bi SiJtukul ba-an-dab5 UET8 66: 14; RA 15 53 I 67 = RLA 2 151153
c mu ugnim Ka-zal-luki ^tukul ba-sig U B T 1 249; YOS 14 218
d mu Ka-zal-luki S^tukul ba-sig YOS 14 332
Year Sumuel the king defeated with his weapon Kazallu and his king
a mu Su-mu-dl lugal-e 6-durus dNanna-i-sa6ki [ba-an- dabs Iraq 15 95 n. 16; UET 5 623; U E T 1 246
b mu d-durus dNanna-i-sag ba-an- dib UET 8 66:15; RA 15 53 159
c mu 6-duru5 dNanna-i-sakl ba-an- dib BIN 7 157; YNER 4 113
d mu 6-duru5 dNanna-i-sa^ki ba-an- dib BIN 7110
e mu e-duru5 i-sa ba-an- dib YOS 14 252
f mu 6-duru5 i-saki ba-an- dib BIN 7 109, 111, 139-143,153,154,156,158, YNER 4
86d, 99,101,102,108,109,112; YOS 14 253, 254, 
255
g mu 6-duru5 i-suki [ba-an- dib] BIN 7 159
h mu 6-durus i-su[ ] YNER 4 110
i mu uru^ 6-duru5 i-sa ba-an-[dib] - YNER 4 111
Year the king Sumuel took the town of Nanna-isa -
a mu-us-sa 6-durus dNanna-i-sa ba-an-dabs-a UET 1 247 = Iraq 15 117 n. 45
b mu-us-sa 6-durus dNanna-i-sa6 ba-an-dib UET 8 66:16; RA 15 53 1 60 = RLA 151 146
c mu-us-sa e-durus i-sa^ ba-an-dib UET 5 186,198; YOS 14 256-258
d mu-us-sa 6-duru5 i-saki ba-an-dib BIN 7112,144-146; YNER 4 91,92
e mu-us-sa e-durus i-saki BIN 7 160
f mu-us-sa e-durus dNanna-i-saki ba-an-dib UET 5 624
Year following the year the king Sumuel took the town of Nanna-isa
a mu-us-sa Su-mu-el lugal-e e-duru5 dNanna- i-sagki ba-an-dabs mu-us-sa-a-bi UET 1248
b mu-us-sa-bi e-duru5 dNan[na-i-sa^ ba-an-dib] RA 15 53 I 61 = RLA 2 151147














d mu-us-sa-a-bi e-durus i-saki BIN 7 113
e mu-us-sa us-sa-bi e-durus i-sa ba-an-dabs YOS 14 259
f mu-us-sa <us>-sa-a-bi e-durus i-saki ba-an-dib BIN 7 161
g mu-us-sa e-durus dNanna- i-saki ba-an-dib mu-us-sa-a-bi UET 5 761
Second year after the year the king Sumuel took the town of Nanna-isa
19 A a mu-us-sa 4-bi e-duru5 dNanna- i-sag <ba>-dib
b mu-us-sa 4-bi e-durus i-sakl
c mu 4 kam-ma e-durus dNan[na-i-sakl ]
d mu-us-sa 4-bi
Third year after the year the king Sumuel took the town of Nanna-isa
20 A a mu 5 kam-ma e-durus dNan[na-i-sa6ki ba-an-dib]
B a mu ldBuranun-na [ba-si-i-gi-a]
b mu ldBuranunki! ba-si-i-gi-a
c mu ldBuranun-na mu-un-ba-al
d mu ldBuranun-na ba-an-keSda 
Year the Euphrates was dug
21 A a mu-us-sa ldBuranunkl! ba-si-i-gi-a
b mu-us-sa ldBuranun-na ba-si-i-gi-a 
Year after the year the Euphrates was dug
22 A a mu-us-sa! ldBuranunki ba-si-i-gi-a
b mu-us-sa-bi ldBuranun-na ba-si-i-gi
Second year after the year the Euphrates was dug
23 B a mu en dNanna ba-hun-ga
b mu en dNanna ba-hun
c mu en dNanna Su-mu-el mu-na-[ ] u [ ] li-[ ] 
Year the high-priestess of Nanna was installed
24 A a mu-us-sa en dNanna ba-hun-ga-a
b mu-us-sa en dNanna ba-hun-ga
UET 8 66: 18 
YOS 14 260
RA 15 53 1 62 = RLA 2 151148 
YNER4 25
RA 15 53 I 63 = RLA 2 151149
RA 15 53 I 64 = RLA 2 151150 
UET 8 66:19 
YOS 14 261 
Kisurra 31
UET 8 66 20
RA 15 53 1 65 = RLA 2 151151
UET 8 66: 21
RA 15 53 I 66 = RLA 151 152
UET 8 66 : 22; RA 15 53 168; UET 5 370, 762, 763, 
785; Iraq 15 118?; RFH n. 12 
Kisurra 30, 50 
YOS 14 263
UET 5 637














c mu-us-sa en dNanna ba-hun
Year after the year the high-priestess of Nanna was installed
a mu-us-sa-a-bi en dNanna ba-hun-ga 
b mu-us-sa- bi en dNanna ba-hun-ga 
c mu-us-sa mu-iis-sa-a-bi
Second year after the year the high-priestess of Nanna was installed
a mu-us-sa dSu-mu-<>l mu-4-bi En-sa-ki-dg-dNanna
b mu-us-sa 4-bi En-Sa-ki-ag-dNanna en dNanna ba-hun-gd
c mu-us-sa 4-bi en dNanna ba-hun-ga
d mu-us-sa 4-bi
Third year following the year EnSakiag-Nanna, the high-priestess of Nanna, was installed
a mu-us-sa 5-bi en dNanna ba-hun-gd 
b mu-us-sa 5-kam en dNanna ba-hun-gi
Fourth year following the year the high-priestess of Nanna was installed
a mu-us-sa 6-bi en dNanna ba-hun-gd 
b mu-us-sa 6-kam en dNanna ba-hun-ga 
c mu-us 6-kam en dNanna 
d mu 6-kam en dNanna [ba-hun-ga]
Fifth year following the year the high-priestess of Nanna was installed
a mu 7-kam en dNanna ba-hun-gi
Sixth year following the year the high-priestess of Nanna was installed
YOS 14 330; 5 NT 359
UET 8 66: 24; UET 5 764 




UET 8 66: 25; UET 5 765; YOS 14 262 
Y N E R 4n.25p.28
UET 8 66: 26; 5 NT 360; UM 29-15-411; 
UET 5 172, 767; UET I 250; UET 5 766
4 NT 80; ARN 23; YOS 14 267 
UET 8 66: 27; UET 5 461 
YOS 14 267
Iraq 15 179 (copy different from UET 5 768)
UET 8 66: 28; UET 5 358,768; Iraq 15 179; (Um 
29-15-411?)









1 A a mu Nu-ur-diM  lugal 
Year Nur-Adad become king
A A a mu-us-sa Nu-ur-dlM  lugal
B B a mu S'Sgu-za zag-be-us ku-sigj7 Su-du7 e-babbar-ra i-ni-in- ku4
b mu 8lJgu-za zag-be
c mu g|5gu-za zag-be-us dUtu-ra
d mu SlSgu-za zag-b6-us ku-sigx7 dUtu-ra i-ni-in-<ku4>-re
e mu S^gu-za lugal! us kii-sig^ dUtu-ra i-ni-in-<ku4>-re
Year he had a golden throne brought in the temple of SamaS
C A a mu-us-sa S^gu-za zag-be-us ku-sigx7 §u-du7-a 6 dUtu-s6 i-ni-in-ku4-ra
B a mu Nu-ur-dlM en dUtu ba-hun-ga 
b mu en dUtu ba-hun-ga
Year Nur-Adad established the high-priestess of Samas
D A  a mu-us-sa en dUtu ba-hun-ga
B a mu Su-nir gal ku-sig47 nisag-ga dNanna lugal-a-ni-ir hu-ma-na-dim
b [mu] nisag? zalag-ga-bi [§u]-nir ku-sigj7 dNanna [sa] e dUtu-ra mu-na-dfm 
c mu gu -nir kii-sign
d mu Su -nir kalag- ga 6-dNanna
e mu Su -nir nisag-[ga]
/  mu Su -nir nisag- g£ [e]-dNanna in-ni-[ku4]-ra
Year he had a golden standard fashioned for Nanna his king
B mu ldburanun-na sahar d[ib-b]a gibil-bi-Se hu-mu-un-ba-al 
Year he had the Euphrates, filled with sand, dug anew
E
UET 5 136,533; YOS 14 283
UET5 769
BIN 7 162 
YOS 14 285 
Tell Sifr n. 1 
Tell Sifr n. la
Strassmaier n. 1; see JCS 19 9.195-198
YOS 5 151
YOS 5 152,153,154; UET 5 173; YOS 14 282 
UET 5 570,160; Friedman, St-Louis 215 
See JCS 19 9.199-205
AOAT 25. 43 W2/1; YOS 14 223, 226, 229
JCS 19 p. 9 206-208; RA 71 p. 252 ?
UET 5 167
UET 1 258; UET 5 443 
AJSL 33 p. 240 RPH 32 
Bi. Mes. 3.36 
Bi Mes. 3.39B










B o  mu 8‘Sgu-za bara zag-be-us ku-sig17 u urudu ur-mah min-a-bi dInnana-ra mu-na-di'm-ma 6 dInanna-se i- ni-in- ku4-re
RA 71 292; see JCS 19 9 216
b mu glJgu-za bara zag-be-ds ku-sig17 u urudu ur-mah min-a-bi dInnana-ra mu-na-di'm UET 5 105
c mu P^gu-za bara? (gal) ku-sig77 ur-mah? urudu? min-bi 6 dInanna-ra in-ni- ku4-re
UET 5 184
Year he had a golden throne and 2 copper lions made and placed in the temple of Inanna
B a mu i  dEn-ki Eriduki ba-du
Year he had the temple of Enki built in Eridu
UET 1 254
H B a mu alan A-bi-sa-re-e 6 dingir-re-ne-ne ? i-ni-in-ku4
Year he had the statue of Abisare entered in the temple of the gods
I A  a mu-us-sa urudu alan A-bi-sa-re-e 6 dUtu i-ni- ku4
Year following the year he had the statue of Abisare entered in the temple of the gods
J B mu urudu alan 4-bi 6-dUtu-s6 ba-dfm
Year he had 4 copper statues fashionned for the temple of Samas
K A a mu-us-sa urudu alam 4-bi e-dUtu-se ba-di'm
Year after the year he had 4 copper statues fashioned for the temple of SamaS
L B mu ma§-k£n-§abraki ba-an-dib
Year MaSkan-Sapir was taken




Amaud, Larsa 232 5
M B mu bad gal UD.UNUGki ba-du Nabu 1988  ^13; Melanges Birst pp. 35-38
YEAR NAM
ES O





B a mu dEN.ZU-i-din-nam lugal 
b mu dEN.ZU-i-din-na-am lugal 










mu ldIdigna ba-ba-al 
Year the Tigris was dug
mu suhus e-babbar-ra ba-du
Year the foundations of the Ebabbar were posed
mu ugnim Tin-tirki g' t^ukul ba-an-sig 
mu ugnim Tin-tirki
Year the army of Babylon was defeated
mu Ib-ra-atki uru murub4 uru'  didli ba-an-tuku 
mu Ib-ra-atkl ba-an-dab
mu Ib-ra-atkl u uru <murub4> ?- an-tuk
uru murub4 ba-ab-dib
mu Ib-ra-atki uruki murub4 uru1'* didh ba-an-dib 
Year Ibrat with its surrounding towns was taken
B a mu ma-da Es-nun-naki ba- hul 
b mu ma-da Es-nun-na ba-an-hul 
c mu ma-da ES-nun-na 
d mu a-dam Es-nun-naki ba-an-hul 
e mu ma-da As-nunkl ba- hul
/  mu ma-da Es-nunkl ba- hul
Year the country of Ansan was destroyed
YOS 5 111; UET 1 251 
Bi. Mes. 3.38
UET 5 362; CUL 78 (JCS 4 p. 84)
UET 5 266; YOS 5 38: 3; UET 5 262
YOS 5 38: 5,13-14; YBC 10 366 
YBC 10 482
YBC 3295;YBC 4485 
UET 5 274 
TIM 5 58 
YBC 10446,10836 
YBC 10849 '
YOS 14 286; Cincinnati Art Museum 1914.687
YOS 14 287
YOS 14 289, 290, 291
UET 5 770
UIOM 2010, 2014, 2019, 2021, 2022, 2026, 2032, 
YBC 8728, 4974,10249; BRM 3 17 
YBC 4973, 4968,10282, 3306,.7674,10771,11979, 
3268,4970, 5205,10650, 4456, 4971, 4972,10572; 
UIOM 2009, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2015, 2016, 2017, 
2020,2023, 2024, 2025, 2027, 2028, 2029, 2030, 










7 A a mu-us-sa ma-da Es-nun-na
a mu dEN-ZU-(-dm-■nam bad gal MaS-kan-sabra ba-du
b mu bad gal Ma£-kan-Sabrakl ba-du
c mu bad gal Mas-kan-sabra
d mu bad Ma£-kan-sabraki ba-du
e mu bad gal MaS-kan-sabra ba-du
f mu bad gal Ma§-kan-sabra
g mu Mas-kan-sabraki ba-dil
mu bad gal Ma§-kan-<PA>-alki ba-du
Year the great wall of Maskan-sapir was built
YOS 14 292,293; RA 33 n. 39, 40; NBC 8253 
YOS5 213
UIOM 2018, 2031, 2033, 2034,2035; YBC 4311, 




UET 5 408; 5 NT 92, 396; YOS 14 169 
YOS 14 288 
UET 5 390
AJSL 33 p. 229 (RFH 13)
+ YBC 3283, 3294, 3325,3328, 3371,4311. 5198, 















1 A mu-us-sa bad Mas-kan-sabra
B a mu dEN-Z\J-e-ri-ba-am lugal
b mu dEN.ZU-i- ri-ba-am lugal 
Year Sm-eribam became king
2 A  a mu-us-sa AE'N.Z\3-e-ri-ba-am lugal
B a mu urudu alan gu-la 6 dNanna-se i-ni-in-ku4-re
b mu urudu alan gu-la 6 dNanna-ra i-ni-in-ku4
c mu urudu alan gu-la 6 dNanna-ga i-ni-in-ku4-re
Year he had a huge copper statue brought in the temple of Nanna
FLP 2665
YOS 5 155,158; YUET 5 391; NBC 11142; YOS 14 
348; PBS 82 105; ASJL 33 (RFH n. 2); YOS 5 
156,157; YOS 14 296, 301, 304 
FLP 2330
UET 5 165; YOS 14 305: FLP 2234
U ET 1 266 1 2; UET 5 196; RLA 2 153 184 
YOS 5 59 
UET 5 196 










1 B a mu dEN.ZU-i-qi-ga-am lugal
mu dEN.ZXJ-i-qi-ga-am 
Year Sin-iqisam became king
UETI 266: 4; PBS 81 21; YOS 5 62; UET 5 297, 
479,516; 5 NT 389, 351; RLA 2 153,185 
YOS 5 159
A a mu-us-sa dEN.ZU-i-q(-ga-qm lugal
B mu dEN.ZU-i-qi-ga-am lugal-e uru ka-id-da u Na-za-ru-um ba-an-dfb u dNu-mu5-da-»
a mu dEN.Z\J-i-qi-ga-am lugal-e dNu-mu5-da-»





g mu uru1" ka-fd-da u uru Na-za-ru-umki ba-an-dab^
UET 5 166
B -* dNam-ra-at u dLugal-a-wa-akki ba-an-di'm-me-eS 5a Ka-zal-luki-s6 i-ni-in-ku4 
dNam-ra-at u dLugal-a-wa-akki 5a Ka-zal-Iukl-56 i-ni-in-ku4
b-+
c-+ dNam-ra-at u dLugal-a-wa-akki ba-an-di'm-me-es Ka-zalkl!-lu-5e i-ni-in-ku4-ku4 
d-^ dNam-ra-at
e-* dNam-ra-at u dLugal-a-wa-akki ba-an-dfm-me-e5 Ka-zal-luki-5d i-ni-in-ku4-ku4
/-»• dNam-ra-at u dLugal-a-wa-akki x x x
g~*
Year he had the cities of Pi-naratim and Nazarum taken and had the statues of the gods 
Numu5da, Namrat and Lugalawak fashioned and brought to Kazallu
5 NT 125?, 164, 253






3 B a mu bad-gal Larsaki ba-du YOS 14 307
a’ mu bad-gal Larsaki-ma ba-dh UET I 266: 6 = RLA 2 153 187
b mu bad-gal Larsakl-ma ba-du 11 alam ku-babbar u 1 alam ku-sigi7 e-dUtu-5e i-ni- ku4-re YOS 5 109
c mu bad-gal Larsakl 11 alam ku-babbar 5u-du7 e-dUtu-ra YOS 5 80
d mu 11 alam ku-babbar u 1 alam kii-sig^ e-dUtu-5e i-ni-in-ku4-ra TCL 10 3; RLA 2 153:188
















/ mu SI lugal-e [1] alam ku-sig^ 11 ku-babbar alam e-dUtu-ra i-ni-in -ku4 YOS5 160
8 mu 11 alam ku-babbar 1 alam ku-sig^ e-dUtu-se i-ni-in-ku4-re UET5 89
h mu 11 alam ku-babbar 1 alam ku-sig^ e-dUtu-Sfe i-ni- ku4-re UET 5 205, 298
i mu bad-gal Larsaki ba-du 11 alam ku-babbar u 1 alam ku-sig^ e-dUtu-se YOS 14 179
j mu bad-gal Larsakl-ma 11 alam ku-babbar 1 alam kii-sig^ e-dUtu ku4-re AJSL 33; RFH 25
k mu SI lugal-e alam ku-sigi7 alam ku-babbar dUtu-ra mu-un-na-an--dim
OECT 8 17
l mu SI lugal-e alam ku-sig1 7 alam ku-babbar dUtu-ra mu- na-an-idim
OECT8 18
m mu SI lugal-e alam ku-sigi7 dUtu kes-da S^gu-za zag-be-us re1dUtu i-ni-in-ku4 5 NT 103
n mu SI lugal-e [ ] 8iSgu-za zag-be-us ku-babbar i-ni-in-ku4-ra 5 NT 287
o mu [alam ku-sigi7 d]Utu kes-da [§i5g]u-za zag-be-us [e-dUtu] i-ni-in-ku4 5 NT 251
P mu SI lugal-e [alam ku-sigi7 d]Utu kes-da [8i5gu-za zag]-be-us i-ni-in-ku4 5 NT 290
<7 mu SI lugal-e [ kes]-da [ zag]-be-us 5 NT 245
r mu SI lugal-e alam ku-babbar [ ] 5 NT 93
s mu SI lugal-e alam ku-sign ku-babbar dUtu-ra mu-na-dlm PBS 81 23
t mu SI lugal-e ralam1 ku-sigi7 it [ ] mu-na-dim PBS 81 22
u mu alam ku-sig1 7 Kisurra 208
Year he had the great wall of Larsa built and had 11 statues of silver and 1 statue of gold *oath in the name of Sfn-iqiSam
brought in the temple of SamaS
a [mu-us]-sa bad gal Larsaki-ma UET 5 264
b mu-us -sa alam ku-sigj7 Kisurra n. 183
mu dEN.ZU-i-qi-Sa-am lugal-e urudu alam Nibruki-ge u 3 8isgu-za bara mah alam-»
a J1 4  urudu j alam Nibru^ alam- -^
b mu 1 4  urudu alam Nibruki 3 8>5gu-za bara->
c mu 1 4  urudu alam [Nibrukl-se 3 8isgu-za bara mah alam-»
d mu 1 4  urudu alam Nibruk'-*
e mu 1 4  urudu alam Nibruki u 3 ^^gu-za bara mah alam-*
f mu 1 4  urudu alam Nibruki alam-*
8 mu 3 Si5gu-za-*
dUtu dSe -ri5-da ku-sigi7 su-du7-a e-dUtu-se es-e-babbar-se i-ni-in-ku4-re








b-* ku-sigj7 es-e-babbar-Sd in- ku4-re YOS 5 63
c-*- dUtu dSe] -ri5-da e-dUtu-i>6 i-ni- ku4-re YOS 5 61
d— e-dUtu-ra i-ni-in-ku4-re UET5 328
e-+ dUtu dSe -ri5-da i-ni-in-ku4-re-es YOS 5 167
f~+ [e-dUtu-se]? i-ni-in-ku4-re UETI 266:7
g~+ , 6-d[ 1 YOS 5 82?
Year he had 14 copper statues brought to the city of Nippur and had 3 thrones and a statue 
of SamaS and Serida brought in the chapel of the Ebabbar in the temple of Samas
A  a mu-us-sa 14 urudu alam Nibruki-S£ 3 g'^gu-za bara e§ 6-babbar-ra i-ni-in-ku4-re YOS 5 5
b mu-us-sa 14 urudu alam rNibruki1 [ ] YOS 5 25
c mu-us-sa 3 g'5gu-za ku-sign [ ] YOS 5 34
d mu-us sa 3 Si5gu-za YOS 5 66




e mu ugnim kur-*
/  mu ugnim kur-*
g mu ugnim-*
h mu ugnim-*
/ mu ' ■ ugnim-*
j ugnim-*-
B a-*■ Elamkl g‘stukul i-dib 5 NT 91; UET I 265 rev.
b-* Elamkl-ma u Za- am -bi-ia lugal i- si-inkl g|5tukul ba-an-sig YOS 5 3
c-*- Elam -ma u Za- am -bi-ia 8istukul ba-an-sig YOS 14 323
Elam- -ma u Za- am -bi-ia lugal In-si-nak'g‘Jtukul ba-an-sig YOS 14 324
e.-*- Elamki g‘5tukul ba-an-sig YOS 5 2,18, 76
f-*  Elamkl-ma YOS 5 36, 60
g-* Tin-tirki g' t^ukul ba-an-sig YOS 5 38
h-+ g‘5tukul ba-an-sig YOS 5 1
i-> Elamki-ma UET 5 807; RLA 2 153 183
j-* Elam -ma ii Za- < am > -bi-ia lugal I- si-naki g' t^ukul ba-an-sig UET 5 299















1 B a mu S/-/i-dIM lugal
b mu S/-//-dIM .
c mu 5/-//-dIM nam-lugal-ta <ib-ta>-sfr-ra
d mu S/-//-dIM nu lugal
year Silli-Adad became king (a, b)
year Silli-Adad was taken off the kingship (c)
UETI 265 rev. 8’-9’; YOS 5 117; UET 5 90,500;
Amaud, Larsa 254 2 
YOS 14 310









1 B a mu Arad-dEN.7XJ lugal
Year Warad-Sin became king
2 A a mu-us-sa ^ 4ra<i-dEN.ZU lugal
mu bad Ka- zal -luki ba-an-gul it ugnim-bi Mu-ti-ba-al sa Larsaki S' t^ukul ba-a-hub
a mu bad Ka- zal -luki ba- gul [it] ugnim-bi 5a Larsaki 8iStukul ba-a-hub
b [mu Ka- zal]-luki ba-an-gul it ugnim-[bi? Mu]-rti’-ba-al Larsaki S' t^ukul ba- sig
c mu Ka- zal -luki ba gul
d mu bad Ka- zal -lukl ba gul
e mu Ka- zal -luki ba-a- gul
f mu Ka- za l-lukl [ ]
g [mu Ka]-rzalMuki ba- gul [u] rugnim1 5a rLarsakl1 rSl5tukul1 ba-hub
Year the wall of Kazallu was destroyed and Iamutbal and his army were defeated by the 
weapons at Larsa
B a mu 1 alam kit-sig^ ylrat(-dEN.ZU e-dUtu-5e i-ni-in-ku4-re
b mu alam ku-sigi7 e-dUtu-5e i-ni-in-ku4
c mu alam kti-sig^ e-dUtu in-ku4-re
d mu alam ku-sig^ e-dUtu-5e i-ni-in-ku4-re
e mu alam ku-sig1 7
f mu alam ku-sig^ e-dUtu i-ni- ku4-re
g mu alam ku-sigi7 e-dUtu-5e i-ni-in-ku4
h mu alam ku-sigj7 e-dUtu-ra i-ni-in-ku4-re
i mu alam ku-sigj7 e-dUtu-5e in-ni-ku4
i mu alam ku-sigi7 e-dUtu-5e i-ni- ku4-re
Year he had a golden statue of Warad-Sin brought into the temple of Sama5
A a mu-us-sa alam ku-sigj7 e-dUtu-5e i-ni-ku4-re
B a mu ugnim Ma-al-gi^a S' t^ukul ba-an- sig
YOS 5 12; RLA 2 154 191; STOL p. 2: 1; UET 5 
327, 587; 5 NT 379
YOS 5 161
YOS 5 16
UET 1 266; RLA 2 160 192; UET 1 265 rev.
YOS 5 4,14, 31, 32, 46,49,50,51, 52,53, 68, 72, 78, 
81; Stol p. 2: 2; UET 5 589 
YOS 5 30 
YOS 5 65 
YOS 5 88 
Tell Sifr 94
Stol p. 2: 3
O.A. 20 (1981); YOS 5 40 
UET 5 162
YOS 5 13, 21, 23, 37, 40,41, 69, 74, 86,92; UET 1 
266:5 
YOS 5 35 
YOS 5 64
YOS 5 148? = O.A. 20 (1981) p. 196; YOS 5 40 
YOS 5 100 
UET 5 806 
UET 5 174?
YOS 5 45














b mu Ma-al-gu-um 8iStukul ba- sig U ET 1 259
c mu ugnim Ma-al-ka-aki g'^tukul ba-an- sig AJSL 33 n. 22 p.233?
d mu ugnim Ma-al-ka-aki g'^tukul ba- [sig] A JSL33n.38p.242?
e mu ugnim Ma-al-gu-umki g‘5tukul ba-an- sig UET 5 733
Year the army of Malgium was smitten by the weapons Gungunum 19 = WS 4
B mu kisal mah e-dUtu sa Larsaki ba-dii u S'Sgu-za bara mah- -^
a mu kisal mah e-dUtu ba-du u Sl5gu-za bara-^- UET 5 224
b mu kisal mah e-dUtu ba-du u g|5gu-za bara-» YOS 5 131
c [mu Arad]-EN.ZU lugal [kisal] rmah1 e-dUtu ba-dii UET 5 385
d mu kisal mah e-dUtu ba-du YOS 5 93,165, 166
e mu g'^gu-za bara mah-* BIN 7 163
f mu kisal mah dUtu ba-du O.A. 21, 74; YOS 5 7, 26, 27, 33,42; YOS 5 43,47,
67,73,104, Stol p. 2: 5; YOS 5 24
8 mu kisal mah e-dUtu-se? ba-du YOS 5 20
h mu kisal mah dUtu Larsaki-ma ba-du YOS'5 22,39
i mu kisal mah dUtu sa Larsaki ba-du YOS 5 48, 85
j mu kisal mah ba-du UET 5 207
k mu .4rad-dEN.ZU lugal kisal mah dUtu mu-du-a 5 NT 546
B -*■ ku-sigi7 Su-du7*a e-d Inanna Zabalamkl i-ni-in-ku4-re
a-» rzag*-[be-us] ku-sig^ £u-du7-a d Inanna Zabalamkl i-hi-in-knj 
b-*■ e-d[Inanna Zabalamki] i-ni-in-ku4-re
e-* e-d Inanna Zabalamki
Year Warad-Sm the king had a great vestibule for the temple of Samas built in Larsa 
and had a magnificent throne brought in the temple of Inanna of Zabalam
B a mu ga-<nun> mah dNanna-ra u e-kalam-ta-m-gur-ru e-d[Inan]na Zabalam^ ba- du Stol p. 2: 6
b mu ga- nun mah dNanna-Sfe u e-kalam-ta-m-gur-ru 6-d Inanna Zabalamki ba- du YOS 5 253
c mu ga- nun mah dNanna-S6 bai-dii u e-nfg-giir-ru kalam-ma e-d Inanna Zabalam11* ba- du UET 5 300
d mu ga- nun mah dNanna-S6 u e-kalam-ta-nf-gur e-d Inanna Zabalamkl ba- du TCL10 15
e mu ga-<nun> mah dNanna-Se ba- dh UET 5 371
f mu ga-<nun> mah dNanna ba- dh UET 5 797
8 mu ga- nun mah dNanna ba- du UET 5 267, 359
h mu ga- nun mah ba- du UET 5 723















mu ga- nun mah dNanna
mu ga- nun mah e-dNanna
mu ga-<nun> mah e-dNanna







AJSL 33 p. 231: RFH 18 TLB; 1 1 ,2  (may be WS 9) 
FLP 1853
mu 14 urudualam Nibrukl'se...(?) 3 g‘J gu- 
a mu 14 urudualam Nibrukl-se ii 3 g*5 gu-
b mu 14 urudualam Nibrukl-se 3 g‘J gu-
c mu 3 g‘J gu-
d [mu 3 g^J'gu1
e mu 3 ^  gu-
/  mu 14 alam urudu 6 gu-
g mu 3 giS
h mu r3’
/ mu 3 g>J





za bara mah ku- 
za bara mah ku- 
za «ku-sigi7» ku- 
za bara mah ku- 
za [bara mah ku- 
za b&ra mah ku- 
za Nibru<ki>-S6-» 
za b^ra mah ku- 
za bara mah ku- 
za bara ku- 
za bSra ku-
k mu 14 urudualam e-dEn-lfl-la §a Nibruki-»
■sigp su-duy-a e-dNanna^ 
■sig17 su-du7-a e-dNanna-s 





sigj7 Su-du7-a e-dNanna-> 
sig17 e-dNanna-n
sig17 e-dNanna-s
-*■ dNin- gal it e-dUtu-Se i- ni- in- ku,j- re
a—* dNin- gal u 6-dUtu-§6 i- ni- in- ku,*- re
b-* 6-dUtu-ra i- ni-[in]-ku4-rre1
c-* dNin-[gal] 6-dUtu-ra mu-ne-ku4 
d-* dNin- gal e-dUtu-ra [in]-ni- ku4- re-en 
e-*- dNin- gal e-dUtu-se in- ni- ku4- re-en 
/ -
g-* dNin- gal i- ni- in- ku4- re
h-> dNin- gal e-dUtu-§e i- ni- in- ku4- re
i-* dNin- gal u dUtu in- ni- ku4- re
dUtu- x mu- ne- ku4- ra
k~*
Year the king Warad-Sin had 14 copper statues brought to Nippur and 3 thrones plated 
with gold brought into the temples of Nanna, Ningal and SamaS
Stol p. 15 
Stol p. 2: 7 
YOS 5 135 
YOS 5 124 
YOS 5 125 
TCL10 14A 
UET5 808 
UET 5 106 
UET5 414 
UET 5 669 
BE 62 2 
NBC 10373
‘See Siq 4




















mu^4rad-dEN.ZU lugal-e [end] Nanna mu-hun-ga
mu En-an-e-du7 en d Nanna ba- hun-ga
mu en d Nanna ba-hun-ga
mu En-an-e-du7 en d Nanna Uriki ba- hun-ga
mu En-an-e-du7 en d Nanna Si Uriki ba- hun-ga
Year he had Enanedu, the high-priestess of Nanna, installed
BE 62 1
AJSL 33 p. 232 RFH 20
YOS 5 28,29, 250,251; Stol p. 2: 8; RFH 12 ?
YOS5 250
YOS 5 251
9 B a mu e dNanna ba- du it 2 g^gu-za bara mah ku-sigi7 Su-du7-a e-bara-se i-ni-in-ku4-re
b mu [ ] it 2 §[lSgu-za] e-bara-Se i-n[i]- ku4-r[e]
c mu kisal mah dNanna ba-[du u] 2 [g‘5gu-za] 
d mu kisal mah dNanna ba- du 
e mu kisal mah e dNanna ba- du
/  mu kisal mah e dNanna ba- du u 2 S^gu-za bara mah ku-sig^ Su-du7
g mu kisal mah d dNanna ba- dii u 2 8l5gu-za bara mah e-bara-S6 i-ni-in-ku4-re
h mu kisal mah e dNanna
i mu kisal mah e dNanna ba- du u 2 8lJgu-za bara mah ku-sigi7 e-bara-S6 i-ni-in-ku4-re
Year he had the great vestibule of the temple of Nanna built and had 2 thrones plated with 
gold placed in the Ebara
Stol p. 2: 9 
TLB 14: 22 
YOS 5 118
YOS 5 120; UET5 1 371 
SLB I2 1; YOS 5 202: 2; SLB 12 2 (see 
WS 6); YOS 5 165,166 
TCL10 4A 
TCL105 
YOS 5 162 
TCL 10 6
B a mu tl4rad-dEN.ZU lugal-e alam ku-sigj7 Ku-du-ur- ma- bu-uk-*
b mu 1 alam Ku-du-ur- ma- bu-uk ku-sigx7 Su-du7-a-*
c mu alam Ku-du-ur- ma- bu-uk kvi-sigi7—
d [mu alam] ku-sign ni Ku-du-ur- ma- bu-uk-*
e mu alam kii-sig17->-
f mu alam Ku-du-ur- ma- bu-uk ku-sigi7 Su-du7-a-*-
g mu alam Ku-du-ur- ma- bu-uk kii-sigi7-»
h ; mu alam Ku-du-ur- ma- bu-uk ku-sigj7 Su-du7-a-^
i mu alam Ku-du-ur-ma- bu-uk kh-sigi7 Su-du7-a-^
i mu alam ku-sigj7 1 Ku-du-ur- ma- bu-uk-*
k mu alam [ku-sig^] Ku-du-ur- ma- bu-uk-*
l mu alam 1 Ku-du-ur- ma'-[bu-uk\ kit-sig^ Su-du7d“-a-»
a-* e-dUtu- se i- ni-in-ku4-ra PBS 81 25
b—► e-dUtu-Se i- ni-in-ku4-re Stol p. 2:10








d-* [e-dUtu]-ge in-ni-in-ku4-re UET5 187
e~* e-dUtu- ge in-ni- ku4 UET5 806 '
6-dUtu- I t  i- in-ku4-re YOS 5 119
g~* e-dUtu- §6 in- ku4-re YOS5 128
6-dUtu- §6 i- ni-in-ku4 SLB I2 3
i-* e-dUtu- se i- ni-in-ku4-re TCL10 8A; YOS 5 202: 4; TCL 10 7A
H e-dUtu- Se i- ni-in-ku4-re TCL10 9
k-+ 6-dUtu- ge in-ni- ku4 UET5 642
1-+ e-dUtu- ge i- ni-in-ku4-re TCL10 7B
Year he had a golden statue representing Kudurmabuk placed in the temple of Samag + Flp 1906
B* a mu dArad-dEN.ZU lugal-e bad gal Uri5kl-ma mu-du-a PBS 81 27
b mu bad gal Urikl- ma ba- du YOS 5 123, AJSL 33 p. 221 n. 3; YOS 5 202
486
c mu YOS 5 163 STOL p. 3: 11; UET 5 91, 329?,
d mu bad tJri1^- ma ba- du YOS 5 121, TCL 10 10
e mu bad gal Uri5ki ba- du TCL 1 236; VS 13 56; UET 5 107,330
f mu bad Uri5ki-ma UET 1 252
g mu bad gal Uris ba- dil AJSL 33 p? 239 n. 30
Year Warad-Sin the king had the great wall of Ur built ’See Siq 3
B a mu dArad-dEN.ZU lugal-e [uru]^ SAG.PA.KAB.DU1" ki-bi bi-in-gi4-a PBS 81 26
b mu uru SAG.PA.KAB.DU.GA ki-b6-e§ in-gi4-a Stolp. 3:12
c mu uru SAG.PA.KAB.DUki ki-b6 bf-in-gi4-a YOS 5 58
d mu urukl SAG.PA.KAB.DU.GA ki-bi- eg bf-in-gb-a YOS 5 115,116,164
e mu bad uru SAG.PA.KAB.DU ki-bi- 6g bf-in-gi4-a YOS 5 126
f mu uruki SAG.PA.KAB.GA ki-bi- 6g bf-in-gi4-a YOS 5 129
g mu uru SAG.PA.KAB.DUki ki-bi gi4-a TCL 10 11
h mu uruki SAG.PA.KAB.DU? YOS 14 311
i mu uruki SAG.PA.KAB.DU ki-bi- eg bi-in-gi4-a UET 5 125; YOS 5 202: 11
} mu uruki SAG.PA.KAB.DU ki-bi bi-in-gi4-a UET 5 137
k mu uruki SAG.PA.KAB.DU.GA ki-bi bf-in-gi4-a UET 5 301
l mu uru SAG.PA.KAB.DU.GA ki-bi bf-in-gi4-a BE 62 3














13 B a mu e-dnin-ezen-ga*? sa Mas-gan-sabrakl ba- du
b mu e-dnin-ga-BAD.X . sa Mas-gan-sabraki mu-un-du-a
c mu e-dnin. BAD.X. sa Ma§-gan-sabraki ba- du
d mu 6-dnin. BAD.X. ba- du
Year the temple of Nin- was built in Maskan-Sapir
Stol p. 3: 13; TCL10 12
YOS 5 127; 202: 13,49; 207: 6
UET5 138,139,626
UET 5 270; JCS 28,242.11








1 B a mu d R/-im-dEN.ZU lugal-e 
b mu d /?/-/m-dEN.ZU lugal
c mu Ri-/m-dEN.ZU lugal 
d mu Ri-/m-dEN.ZU
Year Rim-Sin became king
2 a mu-us-sa R(-/m-dEN.ZU lugal
a mu e- dIskur sa Larsakl-(ma) e-dBara-ul-e- gar-ra Si Zir- bi- lumki mu-un-du-a
b mu e- dISkur §a Larsakl u e-dBara-ul-e-[gar-r]a Si Zar-[b]i-lumkl mu-un-du it 1-*
c mu e- dIskur sa Larsaki- ma e-dBara-ul-e- gar-ra Si Zar- bf- lumki u—>
d mu e- dIskur sa Larsaki-(ma) ba- du
e mu 6- dIskur sa Larsakl- ma X X
f mu 6- dIskur ba- du
g mu 6- dKkur Si Larsakl- ma mu-un-du-a
h mu e- dIskur
i mu 6- dIskur mu-un-du-a
} mu 6- dIskur Si Larsakl- ma
k mu e- dISkur Si Larsaki e-dBara-ul-e- gar-ra Si Zar- bi- lumki mu-un-du-a
l mu e-dBara-ul-e- gar-ra ina Larsaki mu-un-du-a
m mu e-[dISkur Si Larsaki ma e-dBara-ul-e- gar-ra] Si Zar-[bf]-lumki [mu-un-du-a]
n mu e-dBara-ul-e- gar-ra Si Zar- bi- lum<ki> mu-un-du-a^-
B a-+ urudu alam Arati-dEN-ZU lugal sa e-gal- bar-ra-56 i-ni-in-ku4-re 
b-* ur[udu] alam y4rad-dEN.ZU lugal e-gal-bar-ra-Se i-ni-in-ku4-re 
■c-*- urudu alam Arad-dEN.ZU lugal e-gal-bar-ra-se i-ni-in-ku4-re 
e-dISkur sa Larsakl-ma u urudu alam e- bar-ra-se i-ni-in-ku4-re 
Year the temple of Adad was built in Larsa and the temple of Baraulegarra was built in 
Zarbilum and a copper statue representing the king Warad-Sin was placed in the Egalbarra
RA 12 p. 115
Stol p. 3 and p. 19; BRM 3 18a, 18b; YOS 5 103; 
YOS 8 70; $A 159,174; YOS 8 21; TIM 4 15, 36; 
YOS 5 207: 9 + RFH 14; Grant Smith 255; 
Mesop. X-XI p. 8 n. 23, NFT 195 
YOS 5 202: 54; UET 5 122, 232, 501; TCL 10 16 
UET 5 627 1.5
UET 5 140
YOS 5 202, 207: 12,44; UET 5 175,332, 476, 612,
809, 360, 811, 670; TCL 10 19, 21; Strasbourg n.
27; YOS 2 94 
UET 5 141 
UET 5 303 
YOS 8 4; UET 5 331 
UET 5 439, 627 
TCL 10 20- 
SLB I2 11; UET 5 422 
TCL 10 18 
Strasbourg n. 26 
HUCA 34 p. 17
Riftin 103; YOS 5 199; TCL 10 22; YOS 8, 2 
Stol p. 3: 20 





















mu 4 urudu alam Ku-du-ur-ma-bu-uk e-dNanna-Se i-ni-in- ku4- re u e dNin-marki sa As-dub-ba mu-un-du-a
. YOS 5 202:16, 61; YOS 8 9,170; RLA 3 161
mu 4 urudu alam Ku-du-ur-ma-bu-uk e-dNanna-Se in-na-ku4-«A$»-re u 6-dNin-marki sa AS-dub-ba1" mu-un-du-a
Stol p. 3: 23
e-dNin-marki Sa AS-dub-baki mu-un-du-a 
YOS 8 6 
UET5 176 
UET5 333
UET 5 810; YOS 5 202: 61 
YOS 8 7
Riftin 49; YOS 5 207: 15-16,50-51
mu 4 urudu alam Ku-du-ur-ma-bu-uk 
mu 4 alam urudu e-dNanna-Se
mu 4 urudu alam Ku-dU-ur-ma-bu-uk e-dNanna-Se 






Year he had 4 copper statues representing Kudurmabuk brought in the temple of Nanna 
and had the temple of Ninmar built in ASdubba
B a mu e dInanna 6 dNanna u e dEn-ki Sa Larsaki-(ma) ba- du
b mu e dInanna dNanna u dEn-ki Sa Larsakl-(ma) mu-un-dti-a
c mu e dInanna Sa Larsaki- ma ba- du
d mu 6 dInanna ba- du
e mu 6 dEn-ki Sa Larsaki ba- du
f mu 6 dInanna 6 dNanna u dEn-ki mu- du-a
g mu e dInanna
h mu 6 Inanna dNanna u e dEn-ki Sa Larsaki- ma mu- du-a
Year he had the temples of Inanna, Nanna and Enki built in Larsa
UET 5 323; Stol p. 3:25
YOS 5 207; Riftin 104; TCL 10 23; YOS 8 176; YOS 
5 202: 19; Bab 7 p. 48a
UET 5 334,430, 772, 812, 813, 814, 773, 855, 856,534 
UET 5 691 
Tell Sifr 2
Tell Sifr 3 = Warka 98 
UET 5 627 1.21,26 
YOS 8 14
a [mu ^]Ri~im-dEN.ZU lugal-e [2] urudu alam [ Ku-du]- ur- ma- bu- uk —►
b mu 2 urudu alam Ku-du- ur- ma- bu- uk u 1 urudu-*
c mu 2 alam Ku-du- ur- ma- bu- uk u l->
d mu 2 urudu alam Ku-du- ur- ma- bu- uk u-*
e mu 2 urudu alam Ku-du- ur- ma- bu- uk-*-
f mu 2 urudu alam Ku-du- ur- ma- bu- uk it-*
g mu 2 urudu alam Ku-du- ur- ma- bu- uk u 1 urudu—*
h mu urudu alam 1 Ku-du- ur- ma- bu-[uk] u—*
i mu 2 urudu alam Ku-du- ur- ma- bu-< > it-*
i mu 2 urudu alam Ku-du- ur- ma- bu-< > it urudu-*









/ mu 2 urudu alam Ku-du- ur- ma- bu- uk u 1 urudu-*-
a-* e-gal-bar-ra-se i- ni-in-ku4-ra PBS 81 39
b-* na- ru -a 6-gal-bar-ra-se i- ni-in-ku4-re Stol p. 3: 26
C-* na- ru- a e-gal-bar-ra i- ni- ku4-re YOS 5 137
d-+ na- ru- a e-gal-bar-ra i- ni-in-ku4-re UET5 143
e-* e-gal-bar-ra-Se i- ni-in-ku4-re UET5 157
H na- ru- a 6-gal-bar-ra-56 i-[ni-in-ku4-re] PBS 81 34
g-+ na- ru-[a] Sa 6-gal-bar-ra-§e [ ] UET5 335
h-+ na4na- ru- a e-gal-bar-ra-§e i- ni-in-ku4-re UET5 392
i-* na- ru- a e-gal- §e i- ni-in-ku4 UET5 506
H na- ru- a e-gal-bar-ra i- ni-in-ku4 UET5 775 .
<na>-ru- a 5a e-gal-bar-ra-Se i- ni-in-ku4-re
UBT5 628
YOS 8 5,18; Bab 7. 42b
Year Rim-Sin the king had 2 copper statues representing Kudurmabuk and a copper stela 
placed in the Egalbarra
6 B a mu 6- dB&ra- ul-e-gar-ra 5a Adabki mu-un-dil-a u alam ku-sigi7 dEN.Z\J-i-din-nam lugal Larsaki-ma mu-(un)- dfm-ma
Riftin 51; YOS 5 140,168 (un), 172; 173,174; OLZ 
1914, 245f; YOS 8 47; TCL 10 24 (un), 25 
(mu-un-du-a), 26 (un)
b mu 6- dBara- ul- gar 5a Adabki mu-un-du-a ii alam ku-sig1 7 dEN.ZU-i-din-nam lugal Larsakl mu-na-an-dim
. Stol p. 3:28
c [mu 6]-dBara- ul- gar [5a Ad]abki mu-un-du-a [u alam] kh-sigi7 dEN.ZU-i-din-nam lugal Larsaki mu-un- dun
Teli Sifr 4 == Warka 101
d mu 6- dB£ra- ul- gar 5it Adabki ba- dh UET5 108
e mu 6- dB5ra- ul- gar-ra 5ci Adabki mu-un-du-a UET5 235
f mu 6- dBara- ul-e-gar-ra 5a Adabkl-e ba- du UET5 177
g mu e- dBara- ul-e-gar-ra 5a Adabki mu-un-du-a YOS 5 143,144,171,175; Strasbourg n. 26
h mu tdBSra1-ul- gar-ra UET5 452
i mu 6- dBara- ul- gar-ra 5a Adabki mu-un-du-a ii alam kh-sigi7 dEN.ZU-i-din-nam ba­ dim-ma
YOS 5 169
) mu 6- dBara- ul- gar-ra 5a Adabki mu- du-a ii alam kix-sigi7 dEN.ZXJ-i-din-nam lugal-e ba- dfm-ma
YOS 5 170
k mu 6 -dBara-ul- gar 5a Adabki mu du-a YOS 5 364















Year he had the temple of Baraulegarra built in Adab and had a golden statue (representing) 
Sin-iddinam, the king of Larsa, fashioned.
a mu abul-a 2-a-bi MaS-gan- Sabra(kl) mu-un-du-a ii e a-Sa Sa-tum-ma 4 danna mu-un-si- ga YOS 5 178,180,185 (si-ig), 186
- (si-ig-ga) '
b mu abul 2-a-bi Sa MaS-gan- Sabrakl ba- du u e a-Sa turn 4 danna-bi in- si-i[g]? Stol p. 3: 31
c mu abul-a 2-a-bi Sa Mas-gan- Sabra mu-un-du-a u e Sa-tum-ma 4 KASKAL mu- si- ga TCL10 27
d mu abul-a 2-a-bi Sa Mas-gan- Sabrakl mu-un-du-a u e a-Sa Sa-tum-ma 4 danna mu-un- si-ig-ga TCL10 28; YOS 5 112, 176,184, 209,
210, 211, 212
e mu abul 2-a-bi sa Mas-gan- Sabrakl mu- du-a Tell Sifr 5; YOS 5 176
f mu abul-a 2-a-bi MaS-gan-rSabrakl1 YOS 5 177
8 mu abul 2-a-bi Mas-gan- Sabraki mu-un -du-a YOS 5 179
h mu abul 2-a-bi Sa MaS-gan- Sabrakl mu-un -[ ] YOS 8 69
i mu abul-a 2-a-bi MaS-gan- Sabrakl mu- du-a u e a-Sa Sa-tum-ma 4 danna mu- si- ga YOS 5 182
j mu abul 2-a-bi Sa MaS-gan- Sabrakl mu-un-du-a u e a-Sa Sa-tum-ma 4 danna mu- si-ig-ga YOS 5 181
k mu abul-a 2-a-bi MaS-gan- Sabraki mu-un-du-a u e a-Sa Sa-tum-ma 4 danna mu-un-si-ig-ga YOS 5 183
l mu abul 2-a-bi Sa MaS-gan- Sabraki ba- du UET 5 178,387,481
m mu abul-a 2-a-bi MaS-gan- Sabraki mu-un-du-a YOS 5 99
n mu abul-a 2-a-bi Sa MaS-gan- Sabraki mu- du-a YOS 5 113
o mu abul-a 2-a-bi MaS-gan- Sabra? [ ] du-a Amaud, Larsa 170: I + Flp 1952,
2048, 2345; Bab 7 47 (a, b, c, d)
Year he had 2 large doors built in MaSkan-Sapir and had a 4 miles long canal dug for the 
fields and the pastures
A a mu-us-sa abul 2-a-bi ba-du UET 5 109
B a mu dRi-im- dEN.ZU lugal-e 6- dEn.ki Sa tJriki- ma mu- dh-a
PBS 81 48, 58;
b [mu] d’Ri>-im-rdEN\[ZU lugal-e 6]-dEn-ki Sa Uri[ki-ma] mu-dil-[a]
PBS 81 80
c mu 6- dEn-ki Sa Urikl- ma u e-dNin-e-nim-ma Sa e-dNin-marki mu-un-du-a
TCL 10 30, 31; YOS 5 201
d mu 6- dEn-ki Sa Uriki- ma u e-dNin-e-nim-ma Sa e-dNin-marki mu- du-a
Riftin 52
e mu e- dEn-ki Sa Urikl- ma ba-dii it e-dNin-e-nim-ma Sa e-dNin-marki mu-un-du-a

















e- dEn-ki 5a Uriki
6- dEn-ki 5a Uriki ba-du 
e- dEn-ki 5a Uriki- ma ba-du u
/ mu dRi-im- dEN.ZU lugal-e 6- dEN-ki 5a Uriki- ma
mu-un-du-a
YOS 8 20 
Tell Sifr 6, 7
dNin-e-nim-ma 5a e-dNin-marki mu-un-du-a
TCL10 29;
du-a
mu 6- dEn-ki 5a Uriki ba-du
mu e- dEn-ki 5a (Jrikl-ma ba-du
Year Rim-Sin the king had built the temple of Enki in Ur and the temple of Ninenimma 
in Enimmar
mu-
Bab 7, 442 
Tell Sifr 2
UET 5 144, 304; YOS 8 133; UET 5 188
10
B
a mu-us-sa e-dEn-ki Uriki-ma ba-du UET 5 197
a mu “^ LagaSa1^ zag a- ab-ba-5e mu- un-ba-al-la Riftin 53; YOS 5 187,189,190,191; YOS 8 8
b mu ldLaga5akl zag a- ab-ba-56 mu-un-ba-al Stol p. 3: 35; Bab 7 48c
c mu ldLaga5aki zag a- ab-ba-5e ba- ba-al UET 5 123,179,180,572, 152
d mu ldLaga5aki ba- ba-al UET 5 145, 208, 236, 815; YOS 5 136; BIN 7164
e mu ‘dLaga5aki zag a- ab- 5b mu- ba-al YOS 5 142
f mu ldLaga5aki zag a- ab-ba-5e mu- ba-al-la TCL 10 32
8 mu fdLaga5aki zag a- ab-ba-56 mu- ba-al-la YOS 5 188; PSBA 39 pi. 8 n. 22
h mu ldLaga5aki zag a- ab-ba-5d TCL 10 33
i mu ldLaga5aki zag a-a-ab-ba-5e un-ba- la TCL 10 34
} mu id-da La-ga-a[5-ki]? ii-se-eh-ru-u TLB 125
k mu ldLaga5a zag mu- ba-al CT 36 50
l mu ldLaga5a ba- ba-al BIN 7 165
m mu ldLaga5aki mu- ba-al-la-a Belleten 26 29: 10
Year he had the Laga5 canal dug towards the sea
a mu bad dUtu-gar-ra gu ldburanun-na mu-un-du-a RA 15 54 III 8; Tell Sifr 9A
b mu bad dUtu-gar-ra ba- du Stol p. 3: 36; UET 5 111; Tell Sifr 9; UET 5 817
c mu [ ] dUtu-gar-ra [ ]- du-a UET 5 110
d mu bad gal dUtu-gar-ra ba- du UET 5 146, 338, 415,554, 643, 603
e mu bad gal dUtu-gar-ra mu- du-a UET 5 247; Riftin 23













8 mu bad gal dUtu-gar-ra mu-un-du-a UET 5 816
h mu bad gal gar-gar-dUtu ba- du Tell Sifr 8, 8a
i mu bad gar-ra -dUtu dit-a TCL10 35A
} mu bad gal urukl gar-ra dUtu ba- du TCU10 35B; YOS 5 132,145,192,193,194,195, 
196,197,198, 208 1.5
k mu bad gal uruki gar-ra dUtu ba- du TCL 10 36B
l mu bad uruki gar-ra dUtu mu-un-du-a YOS 5 146; Warka50
m mu bad urukl gar-ra dUtu ba- du Warka 90, 97
n mu ldnun-na mu-un-du-a TCL 10 36A; 5 NT 374
Year he had built the wall of Iskun-SamaS (located) on the bank of the Euphrates
11 A  a mu-us-sa bad urukl gar-ra-dUtu ba-du YOS 5 231
a mu 2 urudu alam sud-sud-dfe dRl-//n-dEN.ZU 6-dUtu-se i-ni-in-ku4-re RA 15 7 (12) = A O 7025 III 10
b [mu 1- sud-de dRi-im -dEN.ZU e-dUtu in-ni-ku4-re Stol p. 3 : 37
c mu 2 urudu alam sud-d6 6-dUtu-Sfe in-ku4 UET 5 147
d mu 2 urudu alam sud-de 6-dUtu-S6 i-ni- ku4-re UET 5 148
e mu 2 urudu alam sud-dfe e-dUtu-S6 i-ni- ku4 UET 5 482
f mu 2 urudu alam sud-de e-dUtu-Se i-ni-in-ku4-re UET 5 233,272
g mu 2 urudu alam sud-dfe Ri-im-dEN.ZU lugal i-ni-in-ku4-re UET 5 502
h mu 2 urudu alam [ ] UET 5 692
i mu 2 urudu alam sud-de lugal e-dUtu-Se in-ni-ku4 UET 5 818
j mu 2 urudu alam R/-im-dEN.ZU lugal 6-dUtu-Se in-ku4-re Tell Sifr 10 = Strassmaier 15; Bab 7 .43c
k mu 2 urudu alam R/-/m-dEN.ZU sud-de e-dUtu-S& i-ni-in-ku4-re YOS 5 200
l mu 2 urudu alam siid-sud-de jR/-iVn-dEN.ZU lugal e-dUtu-S6 in-ku4-re Tell Sifr 11 = Strassmaier 6 ^
m mu 2 urudu alam sud-sud-de e-dUtu-S& i-ni- ku4-re Strassmaier 5
Year he had 2 copper statues (representing) Rim-Sin in prayer brought into the temple 
of SamaS
12 B a mu nin-dingir dIskur Sa Karkarki ba-hun-ga
b [ ] Sa Karkarki ba-hun-ga
c mu nin-dingir dIskur Karkarki ba-hun-ga
Year he had the high-priestess of Adad installed in Karkar
13 A a mu-us-sa nin-dingir dISkur Sa Karkarki ba-hun-ga
R A 15 p. 7 (13); UET 5 149; YOS 5 232; UET 1 256 












B a mu bad dNe-irij|- gal-gar-ra [ ] RA 15 7 14 = A O  7025 III 12
b mu bad gal dNe-iriu- gal-gar-ra ba- du - UET5 181
c mu bad gal dNe-iri11- gal-gar-ra mu-un-du-a VS 13 57
d mu bad dNe-iri11- gal-gar-ra mu- du-a UET5 93
e mu bad urukl gar-ra-dNe-iri11- gal ba- du YOS 5 235; Riftin 54
f [mu" ] is-ku-un- dNe-irij1-<gal>ki ba- du Stol p. 3: 39
8 mu bad urukl is-ku-un -dNe-iri11-gal mu-un-du-a YOS 5 234
h mu bad gal is-ku-un - dNe-iri11- gal [ ] Tell Sifr 12
i mu bad is-ku-un- dNfe-irin- gal ba- du TCL10 37
) mu bad is-ku-un- dN6-iri11- gal mu-un-du-a TCL10 38
k mu bad gal iS-ku-un- dN6-iriu- gal mu-un-du-a -  SLB I2 12
Year he had the great wall of Iskun-Nergal built
B a [mu ug]nim Unugki-ga I-si- [in Tin-tir]kl Su-ti-um1^ Ra- pi-q[umki u-»
b mu ugnim Unug^ [ I-si- •inj^ Tin-tir ki it-*
c mu ugnim Unugki I-si- in ki Tin-tir ki->
d mu ugnim Unugki I-si- in ki Tin-tir ki Ra- pi-qumkl Su-ti-umki iH>
e [mu ugjnim Unugki-ga i-si- in kl Tin-tir ki [Su-ti-umki Raj-pi-qum^ «ki» u—>
f mu ugnim Unugki -»
g mu ugnim Unugki-ga—>•
h mu ugnim Unug1^ -*■
i mu ugnim Unug^-ga-*
j mu ugnim Unug^-ga u—>
k mu ugnim Unug^-ga i-si- in Tin-tir k‘ Ra- pi-qumki Su-ti-um-ma
l mu ugnim Unug1^ -*
a-* ir-ne]-rne1 lugal Unugki-ga B^tukul ba-an-sig RA 15 7 15 = A O 7025 III 13
b— Ir-ne- ne rlugal Unugki1 g’^ tukul ba-an-sig SLB I2 22
C - * S^tukul ba-an-sig TCL 10 39
d-+ Ir-ne- ne lugal Unugki-ga Si5tukul ba-an-sig YOS 5 141,147 (omits ga)
e-+ Ir.x.y SlStukul ba-an-sig Stol p. 3: 40
- / - g'5tukul ba- sig UET5 293
8-+ 8‘^ tukul ba-an-sig UET5 305
/t— g' t^ukul ba-an-sig UET 5 306
i-+. 8lStukul ba-an-sig UET 5 440; Arnaud, Larsa 257:














k—> 8igtukul ba-an-sig YOS 8 23
1-* g'^tukul ba-an-Slg YOS 8 68; + UET 5 397,307; A O 3744 (VAB 1 p.
xxl)
Year he defeated the armies of Uruk, Isin, Babylon, Sutium, Rapiqum andthe ones of Irnene, 
the king of Uruk
a mu ka-id-da(kl) u uruki Na-za-rum g‘stukul kalag- ga-ni-ta in- dib-ba Riftin 240"), 15, 25 (ba-an-dab5); YOS 8 16 0"), 17
b [mu ka-fd-da1" u] uruki Na-za-ru-umki ba-an-dib Stol p. 3: 41
c mu ka-i'd-da [ ] uru Na-za-ru-um ba-an-dfb TCL10 40
d mu urukl ka-i'd-da it uru Na-za-ru-um1" ba-an-dib UET 5 159
e mu urukl ka-fd-da it uruki Na-za-ru-um ba-an-dib UET 5 375
f mu ka-fd-da ba-an-gul it uruki Na-za-ru-um ba-an-dib UET 5 644
g mu ka-fd-da ba-an-dib Tell Sifr 13
h mu ka-fd-da it uru Na-za-rum g‘5tukul kalag in- dib YOS 5 236
i mu ka-fd-da1"-me-es u urukl Na-za-rum in- dib-ba YOS 5 237
i mu ka-fd-da- me-eskl u uruki Na-za-rum in- dib YOS 5 238
k mu ka-fd-da1" it uru1" Na-za-ru-um ba-an-dib TCL10 41A
l mu ka-fd-da ba-an-dib TCL10 41B
m mu ka-fd-da1"-me-eS in- dib-ba YOS 8 11
n mu ka-fd-da- me-es.1" u uruki Na-za-rum g‘stukul kalag- ga-ni-ta in- dib YOS 8 49
o mu urukl ka-fd-da1" it uruki Na-za-ru-um1" ba-an-dib RA 15 716; UET5 209
P mu ka-fd-da1" [ it] uru1" Na-za-rum [g^tukul kalag]-ga ba-an-dib Amaud, Larsa 270: 2
Year he seized through his powerful weapon Pi-naratim and Nazarum
B a mu fd eden- na fd he-gal-la zag a-ab-ba-Se mu-un--ba-al-la RA 15 7 17; YOS 8 30, 33
b mu [ ] fd he-gal-la ba- ba-al Stol p. 3: 43
c mu fd eden- na fd he-gal-la mu-un--ba-al UET 5 150; UET 5 658, 660
d mu fd eden- na zag-X mu- ba-al Tell Sifr 14
e mu fd eden- na [ ] ba- ba-al UET 5 339
f mu fd eden zag a-ab-ba-Se mu- ba-al UET 5 248
g mu fd eden ba- ba-al UET 5 362
h mu fd eden- na mu- ba-al UET 5 645, 646, 648,652, 654,657, 677
i mu fd eden- na fd h6-gal-la mu- ba-al-la YOS 5 241; YOS 8 32; UET 5 653
i mu fd eden- na ba- ba-al TCL10 42,43, 44; VS 13 59
k mu fd eden- na fd he-gal mu- ba-al-la TCL10 45; YOS 8 28; YOS 5 239, 240, 241








m mu id en-te-na id he-gal 
n mu id en-te-na id he-gal 
o mu id eden- na id [ ]
p  mu id eden- na id he-gal-la 









UET 5 649, 650, 651, 654, 655
Strasbourg 36 = Recherche sur les grandes 
civilisations 4. 95
17 mu dRi-int-dEN.ZU lugal Im-gur-dG\b\\^1 h uruki Zi-ib-na- turn 8lJtukul-»
a mu uruki Im-gur-dG\ti&(, u uruki Zi-ib-na-[tum] g‘5tukul-»
b mu Im-gur-dG\bi\^' it Zi-ib-na- tumki-+
c mu bad gal Im-gur-dGib\\f, -*■
d mu bad Im-gur-[ ] u Zi-ib-na- turn-*
e mu Im-gur-dG I-X u Zi-ib-na- turn-*•
f mu /m-gnr-dNE-<GI>ki il Zi-ib-na- tumki~*
8 mu uruki Im-gur-dGibi\^ h uru1" Zi-ib-na- turn-*
h mu Im-gur-d BIL-RI! u uru1" Zi-ib-na-[tum]-+
i mu uru Im-gur-dGibil^1" h uru Zi-ib-na- tumk'—*
j mu uru1" Im-gur-d Gibil^ h uruki Zi-ib-na- turn1" S^tukul-*
k [mu ] dGibil6ki u uru Zi-ib-na-turn-*
l mu uru Im-gur-dG\b\\f, [h] uru Zi-ib-na- tumki g' t^ukul-*
m mu dRi-im -dEN.ZU lugal uru 7m-gur-dGibil6?
n mu uru1" //n-gnr-dGibil6?
o mu bad /m-gnr-dGibil^ -*•
P mu //n-gnr-dGibil6ki u uruki Zi-ib-na- turn g'5tukul-»
_> kalag-ga dEnlfl mu-un-na-sum-ma-ta in- dib-ba
a—►kalag-ga in- dfb-ba Riftin 56
b-+ ba-an- dib UET 5 151
c-> ba-an- dib UET 5 376
d-* ba-an- dib Tell Sifr 15a
e~* ba-an- dib Tell Sifr 16
/ - in- dib-ba VS 13 94a
8~* ba-dib-dib? YOS5 107
h-+ ba-an- dib TCL 10 46















/-*■ kalag-ga dEnlfl mu-un-na-sum-ma-ta in- dib-ba ’ r a  15 718
k-* dEnlfl mu-na-an-sum-ma-ta in- dib-ba Stol p. 3:17
/-» kalag-ga ba-an- dib YOS8 50
m -*  SLB I2 21
n-* SLB I2 51
o-* ba-an- dib Tell Sifr 15
p-*  kalag-ga in-[ dib-ba] v s  13 94
Year Rim-Sin the king took the cities of Imgur-Gibil and Zibnatum with the help of the 













|ki e- ^«-dEN.ZU- nakl u uruki u-sar- pa- ra1" Sl5tukul kalag-ga 
e- ^u-dEN.ZU1" u u -sar- pa- raki 6lStukul kalag-ga
6- &/-dEN.ZU]-naki u 
e- &i-dEN.ZU-»
mu uruki e- £u-dEN.ZU urukl











u urukl u-za-ar-pa- ra-
h mu e-d5u-dEN.ZU- na(ki) S^tukul kalag-ga—►
i mu 6- 5«-dEN.ZU- na u u-sa-ar--pa- ra->
i mu 6- & -dEN.ZU- na->
k mu 6- 3u-dEN.[ ] u-sa-ri- pa-l[ H
l mu 6- & -dEN.ZU u urukl u-sa-ar--pa- ra a-mah dEn-l£l-la->
m mu 6- & -dEN.ZU- na u u-sar- pa- ra1"-*
n mu 6- Su-dEN.ZU- na u u-sa-ar--pa- ra->
o mu 6- 5«-dEN.ZU- na*" ii u-sar- pa- ra1"-*
P mu 6- 5«-dEN.ZU- naki [ ] u-sa-ar--pa- ra-1"-*
mu-un-na- sum-ma-ta u4-l -am in- dib-ba
a-* mu-un-na- sum-ma-ta in- dib-ba RA 15 7 (20) 46
b-* mu-un-na]-sum-ma-ta in- dib-ba Stol p. 3:18
c—> ba-an- dib UET5 326, 377
d— in- dib-ba UET5 341
e-> ba-an- dib UET5 378
/ - ba-an- dib UET5 389









h-* in- dib-ba RA 69 134
i-* ba-an- dib Riftin 2
H ba-an- dib UET1255
k-+ in-[dib-ba] UET5 355
/-*  mu- na- sum- ta U4-l-am  in- dib-ba OLZ 21 (1918)
m—► in- dib-ba SLB l 2 60
«-* in- dib-ba YOS 5 252
o—+ in- dib-ba YOS 5 243
in- dib-ba TCL 10 48
Year he took in one day the cities of Bit-su-Sm and Uzarpana with the help of the mighty 
weapon entrusted to him by Enlil.
mu dRi- /m-dEN.ZU lugal >'d Idigna id dingir-re-e-ne nam-he-tiim zag a-ab-ba-S6-*
a mu ' id Idigna l'd dingir-re-e-ne nam-h6-tilm zag a-a-ab-ba-S£-*
b mu id dingir-re-e-ne zag a-ab-ba-Se-*
c mu id Idigna zag a-ab-ba-56-^-
d mu id [ Idigna] id dingir-re-e-ne zag a-ab-ba-Se^-
e mu id Idigna
f mu id Idigna Id dingir-re-e-ne-*-
g [mu dRi]- /w-dEN.ZU [lugalld] Id[igna id dingir-re-e-ne]—>■
h mu id Idigna-*-
i mu id Idigna
j mu id Idigna Id dingir-re-e-ne zag a-a-ab-ba-£e-*
k mu id Idigna-*-
l mu id Idigna Id dingir-re-e-ne nam-h6-tum zag a-ab-ba-S6-*
m mu id Idigna Id dingir-re-e-ne zag a-ab-ba-§6-*
n mu id Idigna-*
o mu id Idigna Id dingir-re-e-ne zag a-ab-ba-56-^
P mu id Idigna igi?- §e-*
<7 mu id Idigna-*
B -* mu-un- ba-al-la 8lSsu-nir gal ku-sign e-dUtu-s6 i-ni-in-ku4-re 
a-* mu-un- ba-al-la 
ft-* mu-un- ba-al 
c—* ba- ba-al
(RA 72 191)
RA 15 7 22; TCL10 49 















d-* mu-un- ba-la Tell Sifr 17a
e-* Amaud, Larsa 270:2
/-»• mu- ba-al UET5 194
g-* ba-ba-al UET 5 112a
h-* ba-[ba-al] UET 5 158; UET 5 661; Riftin III
/-*■ Riftin 109,110,106,107,108; Bab 7 44g
mu- ba-al-la YOS 8 58
k-* ba-al UET 5 629
/-*• mu- ba-al-la YOS 5 245
m-+mu- ba-al-la YOS 5 244
n-* mu- ba-al YOS 8 171
o—> mu- ba-al-la YOS 8 35
p-* ba- ba-al UET 5 777
q-* ba- ba-al 8iS§u-nir gal ku-sigx7 e-dUtu-s6 i-ni-in-ku4-re
Year Rim-Sin had the Tigris, “the canal of the gods, which brings abundance,” dug towards 
the sea and had a great silver standard placed in the temple of §ama§
RFH 8 (AJSL 33 p. 225)
B a [mu Ki-sur-r]akl Lar[saki]-ma-£e mu-un-na-ku4-ra [ix S^tukul kalag-ga] dEn-lfl->-
b mu Ki-sur-raki ba-an-dib






f mu Ki-sur-ra ba-an-dib u S' t^ukul kalag-ga-ni-ta dEn-lfl-le-
g mu Ki-sur-ra Larsa *“(!) ba-an-dib
h mu Ki-sur-ra1'' ba-an-dib u S^tukul kalag-ga-ni-ta dEn-lfl-le-
i mu Ki-sur-raki ba-an-dib ii—>
i mu Ki-sur-raki ba-an-dib u g^tukul kalag-ga 2-bi dEn-lfl-*-
k mu Ki-sur-raki Larsa ki mu-X (si4) u S^tukul kalag-ga dEn-lfl-»
l mu Ki-sur-ra1'* ba-dib-ba u g' t^ukul kalag-ga-ni-ta dEn-lfl-»
m mu [ l- ’’
n mu Ki-sur-ra ba-an-dib u g‘stukul kalag-ga dEn-lfl-*-
o mu Ki-sur-ra^ ba-an-dib u Si5tukul kalag-ga dEn-lfl-»
a-* 
b—
mu-un-na- sum-ma-ta Badki [mu-un-na-hul-a] RA 15 7 23 = RLA 2 152 222 









c-> mu-un-na- sum-ma-ta [Bad]1" mu-un-na-hul-a 
d->
e-*
/-*■ mu- na- sum-ma-ta Bad-ANki mu- na-hul-a
g~+ '
h~* mu-un-na- sum-ma-ta Badki 
i-* Badki
mu-un-na-an-sum-ma-ta Badki 
k-+ mu- na- sum-ma-ta Bad1" 
/-*• mu-un-na- sum-ma-ta Badki 
m->mu- na-an-sum-[ 
n-* mu-un-na-an-sum-ma-ta Bad.Aki 
o-+ mu-un-na- sum Bad.Aki
Year he annexed Kisurra to Larsa 
Enlil he destroyed Durum.
mu-un-na-hul-a 







and with the help of the mighty weapon given to him by
Stol p. 4: 22 
VS 13 60 
VS 13 61 






YOS5 204; Bab 7. 43d 
YOS 8 51 
YOS 8 37 case 
YOS 8 37
a [mu S^tukul kalag-ga dEn-lfl] mu-un-na- sum-ma-rta1[Unug^-ga mu-un-hul-a]-*
b mu S^tukul kalag-ga dEn-hl mu- na-an-sum-ma- ta Unug^-ga ba- hul->
c mu g^tukul kalag-ga dEn-lfl mu- na sum-ma- ta Unugki mu-un-hul-a-*
d mu S^tukul kalag-ga mu- na-an-sum- a- ta Unug^-ga mu-un-hul-a-*
e mu S^tukul kalag-ga dEn-lfl mu na- sum-ma- ta Unugki mu-un-hul-a-»
f mu S^tukul kalag-ga dEn-lfl mu- na- sum-[ ] Unug’u mu-un-hul-[ ]-»
g mu Unug^-ga mu-un-hul-a
h mu Unugki ba-hul-a
i mu Unug1^ ba-dib-ba
a-* 6ren a-dah-bi Su-ne si bf-i[n-dun-ga] ugu nam lu-ulu-bi Su--gar mu-un-gar-[ra]
b-> eren a-dah-bi Su-ne sa dufi-ga u[gu na]m lu-ulu-bi Su-■gar mu-un--gar- ra
C-+ eren a-dah-a-ni Su-ne sa bt- dun ugu nam lu-ulu-bi Su-■gar mu- gar- re-eS
d-+ 6ren A-dah-bi Su-ne sa bf- dun -ga ugu nam lu-ulu-bi Su-■gar mu-un--gar- ra
e-+ 6ren a-dah-bi Su-ne sa bf-in-■ dui r ga ugu nam lu-iilu-bi Su-■gar mu- gar- ra




R A 15 7 25 
Stol p. 4: 23 
Riftin 29 
TCL 10 52 
YOS 5 79 
YOS 8 31 
UET5 210 
UET5 343 














Year he destroyed Uruk with the help of the mighty weapon entrusted to him by Enlil and
submitted the allies (of Uruk), but spared the inhabitants (of Uruk).
B a mu dug4-ga zi-da An dEn- 111 dEn-ki-ga-ta id ul- ta mu-bi nu- sa4-a sipa zi ^Ri-im- dEN ZU-»
b mu dug4-ga zi-da dEn- lfl dEn-ki-ga-ta id ul-lf-j1- ta mu-bi nu -sa4-a sipa zi ARi-im- dEN.ZU-e^-
c mu dug4-ga zi-da dEn- m dEn-ki-ga-ta id sikil-la—»■
d mu dug4-ga zi-da An dEn- lfl [dEn-ki-ga-ta] id ul-h'-i1- ta mu-bi nu-[sa4-a' sipa tRi-im- dEN.ZU-*-
e mu dug4-ga zi-da dEn- lfl dEn-ki-ka-ta id ul-li-t1- ta mu-bi nu- sa4*a sipa ARi-im- dEN.ZU—
f mu dug4-ga zi-da dEn- lfl dEn-ki-ga-ta id U4-ul- il- ta mu-bi nu- sa4*a sipa ARi-im- dEN.ZU-»
g mu dug4-ga zi-da dEn- lil dEn-ki-ga-ta id ui-ir-c1- ta mu-bi nu- sa4-a sipa dRi-im- dEN.ZU—
K mu dug4-ga zi-da dEn- lfl dEn-ki-ga-ta id ul-li-cl- ta mu-bi nu- sa4-a sipa dRi-im- dEN,ZU-»
i mu dug4-ga zi-da dEn-[lfl ] id ul-ll-c1- ta mu-bi nu- sa4-a [sipa zi dRi-im] -dEN.ZU-»
i mu dugd-ga zi-da dEn- lfl dEn-ki id ul-li- ta mu-bi nu- sa4-a sipa dRi-im- dEN.ZU—
k [mu dug4-ga zi-da dEn- lfl dEn-ki-ga-ta [id ul-lf-a]-ta mu-bi nu- sa4 sipa [dRi-im- dEN.ZU]-»-
l mu dug4-ga zi-da dEn- lfl dEn-ki-ga-ta id . Ul-ll'-cl- ta mu-bi nu- sa4-a sipa dRi-im- dEN.ZU—
m mu dug4-ga zi-da dEn- lfl dEn-ki ga-ta id ifl mu-bi nu- sa4
n mu dRi-im- dEN.ZU->
o mu-
P mu dug4-ga zi-da
a-* mu un-ba- al- 14 id sikil-la mu-bi bf-in-sa4-a uru^ didli-b6-e£] g4n dagal- la bf-in-dah-e  RA15 7 28
h— mu un-ba- al- 14 id sikil-la mu-bi bf-in-sa4-a uru1^ didli-b6-6§ Stol 4 22
C-* mu- un-ba- al- 14 TCL10 55
d-+ <mu>-un-ba-ral1 -14 id sikil-la mu-bi bi-in-sa4-a uru^ didli-b6-[ gan dagal-[la] bi-in-[ ] TCL10 57
e-* mu un-ba- al- 14 id 5ikil-la mu-bi bi-in-sa4-a uruk* didli-b6-6£ gan dagal- la bi-in-dah-a YOS 5 217
/ - mu un-ba- al- 14 id sikil-la-a-ta mu-bi bi-in-sa4-a uru^ didli-b6 g4n dagal- la bi-in-dah-e YOS 5 220
g-+ mu ba- al- 14 id sikil-la mu-bi bi-in-sa4-a uruki didli g4n dagal- la bi-in-dah- [ ] YOS 8 36
h — mu ba- al- 14 id sikil-la mu-bi bi-in-sa4-a uru1**didli g4n dagal- la bi-in-dah-e YOS 5 150 1. 3
i-* mu un-ba- al- la TCL 10 53
H [mu -un-ba- 14(?) TCL 10 54
k-+ mu un-ba- al- 14 TCL 10 56
/— mu ba- al- 14 YOS 8 40
m-» YOS 8 82
n-* id sikil- mu- ba-al BE 62 5
o-+ id sikil-la mu-un-ba-al UET5 381









Year the righteous shepherd Rim-Sin, under the juste order of An, Enlil and Enki, had the 
canal, whose name was forgotten, dug and called it “the pure canal,” adding large surfaces 
of land to the bordering cities.
23 B a [mu dug4-ga An dEn-lfl] dEn-ki-ga- ta [*d Buranun- n]a ti-gi5-da ku-ga dNanna-(ke4) [nesag tiimu 6-kur-rla 65
b mu An dEn-lfl [ ] ld Buranun- na ti-[ ] nesag tumu e-kur 65
c mu ldBuranunT na—►
d mu ld Buranun-[ ]-»
e mu ld Buranun- na-*
f mu 'd Buranun-[ ]-*
8 mu ld Buranun- na-*
h mu Buranunki-*
i mu ld Buranun- na-*
j mu dR/-/m-dEN.ZU lugal ld Buranun- na-*
k mu inim-ma An dEn-lfl dEn-ki-ga- ta ld Buranun- na-*
l mu ,d Buranun- na-*
m mu
n mu dRi-im -dEN.ZU lugal ld Buranun-[na]-*
o mu dug4 dEn-lfl dEn-ki-ga- ta ld Buranun-na ti-gig-da kh-ga nesag tumu 6-kur 55
P mu dug4 dEn-lfl dEn-ki-ga- ta ld Buranun- na ti-gis-da ku-ga dNa[nna] nesag turn 6-kur-55 55
<1 mu dR/-/m-dEN.ZU lugal-e ld Buranun- na-*
r mu An dEn-lfl dEn-ki-ga?-ta ld Buranun ti-gig-da ku-ga drNanna1 [ ]
a-*■ dRi-im-d EN.ZU ki Larsakl-ta zag a-ab-ba-55 mu-un-ba-al-la [5a gu-b6 a-garl dagal-la-*
b - dRi-im-d[ EN.ZU ] [ ] gu-be a-gar gal- gal- la-*
c—* mu- ba- la Tell Sifr 19
d-* - mu- ba- IS UET5 211
e-> mu- ba-al UET 5 344, 857
f~* UET 5 345
g~* ba-al? UET 5 417; SLB T
J 274 4,275 2
UET 5 456
i-> mu-un-ba-al UET 5 234
j~* mu- ba-al BE 62 4
k -* mu- ba-al PSB 82 115
mu- ba-al-la SLB l 2 65
ti-la-55 [sipa zi]- 
[ ] sipa zi-n


















o-y djRi-/m-dEN.ZU ki Larsakl-ta zag a-ab-ba-se mu-un-ba-al-la




TCL10 60, 62 
gan-dagal-la-»
Geneva 26.64 (MAH 16 Oil); Bab 7.44 F; YOS 8 





a—► im- ta-e-a a-dujo sa Urikl- St im-mi-in-gar-ra RA15 8 33
b-* im-[ta-e-a gan]-zi bi-in-dagal-la-a [ ] Urikl- £e [ ] TCL 10 59 A
p~* bi-in-dagal-l[a-a] a da-ri-(a) Urikl-ma-se im-mi-in-gar-ra YOS 5 149,150
Year the righteous shepherd Rim-Sin, under the order of An, Enlil and Enki, had the 
Euphrates, the holy cup of Nanna, which brings the first-fruits to the Ekur, the sanctuary of 
life, dug from Uruk/Larsa towards the sea, making available large areas of land on its banks 
and he had sweet water brought to Ur.
B a [mu dug4-ga An dEn-l]fl dEn-ki-ga-ta [id maS-tab-ba] a- nag un dagal-la-Sb gal-la [gu diri]-a-[bi] h6-gdl dASnan gar- gar-ra-am sipa zi-»-
b mu dug4-ga An dEn-lfl dEn-ki-ga-ta id maS-tab-ba a- nag un dagal-la-Se gal-la rgu’ diri- a- bi h6-gal dA§nan gar- gar sipa zi-»
c mu id ma§-tab-ba-»
d mu id ma§-tab-ba-»
e mu-
f mu dug4-ga An dEn-lfl dEn-ki-ga-ta id ma§-tab-ba a-[nag] un dagal-la gal-la gu diri- a- bi h6-gal dA§nan gar-1r gar-ra-im sipa zi->
g mu dug4-ga An dEn-lfl dEn-ki-ga-ta id mas-tab-ba a- nag un dagal-la gal-la gu diri- bi he-gal dASnan [ ] sipa zi-+
h mu dug4-ga An dEn-lfl dEn-ki-ga-ta id ma§-tab-ba a- nag un dagal-la gu diri- a- bi he-gal dA5nan gar- gar sipa zi-»
i mu dug4-ga An dEn-lfl dEn-ki-ga-ta id maS-tab-ba a- nag un dagal- St gal-la gu diri- bi h6-gal dASnan gar- gar-a-»
i mu id a- nag un dagal- St gal-la [ ]- gdl dA5nan-»
k mu id mas-tab-ba a- nag [ ]-a- bi h6-gal dASnan-»
l mu dug4-ga An dEn-lfl dEn-ki-ga-ta id mas-tab-ba^>-
m mu id mas-tab-ba-^ j-
a-> dR/-i7n-dEN.:Zl) lu igii-gal tuk ban- da-bi idiri- ga [zag] a-ab-ba-se mu-un-ba-al-la a-gar didli-bi gan-zi-de-es bi-in-ku4-re
RA 15 p. 8 1,40













/ -  







mu ba-al UET 5 431,454, 514,595; PBS 81 32, 36,79
ba-ba-al Tell Sifr 20; Amaud, Larsa 276 1
dRi-im-dEN.ZU lugal id maS-tab-ba mu- ba-al SLB l 2 26
dRi-im-d EN.ZU-e1 YOS 5 221
dRi-im-dEN.ZU lu igi-gdl tuk ba-an-da-bi diri-[ga] YOS 5 222
dRi-im -dEN.ZU mu- ba-al-la RA 12 199
YOS8 22 
YOS 8 26 
YOS 8 39
mu-un-ba-al v s  13 98
mu-un-ba-al FLP 1754,1782; Amaud, Larsa 276 2
Year the righteous shepherd Rim-Sin, the wise whose youth is exuberant, had under the 
order of An, Enlil and Enki, a double canal dug, providing a large population with drinking 
water, producing a surabondance of harvest on its banks and transforming them into arable 
land.




C mu bad Da-mi- iq-i-li-Su
UET 5 249
ba-an- dib
d mu uru- Da-mi- iq-i-li-[ ] Strassmaier 23
e mu uruki-Da-m /- iq-i-li-Su
TCL 10 65; YOS 8 139;
ba-an- dib 
YOS 2 130
f mu uruki-£>a/n- qi-i-li-Su
TCL 10 67; YOS 8 56
ba-an- dib
8 mu uru- Da-mi- iq-i-li-Su
RA 12 200 n. 3
ba-an- dib
h mu uru- Da-mi- iq-i-li-Su
PBS 81 48, 49
mu- dib-ba
i mu dR /-/m -dE N .Z U  lugal uiuk'-Da-mi- iq-i-li-Su
TIM 4 10
mu-un-dib
i mu a mah A n dEn-lfl dEn-ki-ga-ta uruk'-Dam- qi-l-li-su a-dam zag-su- be I-si-in-na-ka sipa dRi-im-dE N .Z U  
TCL 10 66 = RA 8 82
mu-un-dib















/ mu [ ] An dEn-M dEn-ki-[ ]- qi-i-li-Su [ ]-be i-si-inki
m mu a mah An dEn-lfl dEn-ki-ga-ta uruki-Da-mi- iq-i-li-Su
o mu dRi-im- dEn.ZU lugal urvfi-Da-mi- iq-i-U-Su
P mu uru- dDa-mi- iq-i-li-Su
<7 mu £ mah An dEn-lfl dEn-ki-ga-ta uruki-Z)a/w- qi-i-li-Su
r mu A mah An dEn-lfl dEn-ki-ga-ta uru^-Dam- qi-i-li-Su a-dam zag-Su-dfb-[ ] I-si-inki
s mu r uru1- Dam- qi-i-li-Su
t mu uru ti-Da-mi- iq-i-li-Su
a-* Sir-;Sr-ra Se29-a Si Larsaki-ma-S6 bf-in-ku4-re u4 ul-a-ta h-ma- a-ni mu-un-gub-ba
Year the righteous shepherd Rim-Sin with the powerful help of An, Enlil and Enki took the 
city of Al-DamiqiliSu and brought its inhabitants, who helped Isin, as prisoners to Larsa and 
he could establish his triumph gr eater than before.
PBS 81 14
]- i'm-dEN.ZU mu -dib-ba 
YOS 5 223
in- dib-ba
YOS 8 44,45, 72n
ba-an- dib




YOS 8 52; Bab 7 42 a 
YOS 8 53
in- [ dib-ba]
YOS 8 102 1.5
ba-an- sig
AOAT 25.46 W2/4
RA 15 8 1.47; YORIV1 33; ZZB 158 c
B a [mu inim zi] An dEn-lfi dEn-ki- ga- ta id ul- ta bar-ra-gil-la h6-gal turn Larsa^-ma-Sfe sipa gi-na dR/-/m-dEN.ZU-*
b mu inim zi An dEn-lfl dEn-ki- ga- ta-»
c mu inim zi An dEn-lfl dEn-ki- ga- ta-»
d mu-> •—




i mu inim zi An dEn-lfl dEn-ki- ga-[ ]-*•
3 mu inim zi An dEn-lfl dEn-ki-<ga>-ta id ul-lf-a-ta ba-ra-gal-la he-gal- turn Larsaki-ma sipa gi dR/-/m-dEN.ZU-»
k mu inim zi An dEn-lfl dEn-ki- ga- ta id ul- ta ba-ra-gal-*-
l mu inim zi An dEn-lfl dEn-ki- ga- ta id ul- ta ba-ra-gal-la-*








n mu dR/-/m-dEN.ZU lugal-
o mu inim zi An dEn-lfl dEn-ki- ga- ta-*
a-* mu-un-ba-al-la id ni si-sa mu-bi bf-in-sa4-a [ ] la mu-bi pa bi'-in-e-a RA 15 8 52
id ni si-sa ba- ba- al UET 5 250; YOS 5 138
c-* l'd ni si-sS mu- ba-al 1 UET 5 432; Amaud, Larsa 277 1
d-+ l'd ni si-si mu- ba- al UET 5 596,309, 395
e-* l'd ni si-si mu-un-ba- al- li TCL10 68 .
H ni si-si ba- ba- al UET 5 199
gr* id ni si-si mu- ba-[al] PSB 81 33
h-* l'd ni si-si mu- ba- al- li R A 12 200 n. 5
/-* id ni si-si mu-un-ba- al-[li] YOS 5 229
i—
k—*
mu- ba-al-li YOS 8 57 
YOS 5 242
/-* ' VS 13 99
m-* l'd ni si-si mu-un-ba- al-[li] YOS 5 230
n-+ id nl si-si mu-un-ba- al PBS 81 42
o-* YOS 8 1021.8
Year the true shepherd Rim-Sin, under the righteous order of An, F.nlil and Enki, had a 
canal, no more in use, the one that brings abundance to Larsa and called “canal of justice” 
dug and he made its name famous.
27 A  mu-tis-sa id ni si-si mu-un-ba-al UET5 361
B a mu dug4-ga An dEn-lfl dEn-ki- ga-ta [e id gii-nun- di] ul- ta ba-ra- si-ga gana-gi dagal-la gina zi nu-gil- la-*
b mu e id gu-nun- di-*
c [mu dug4-ga] An dEn-M dEn-ki- ga-ta [e id gu-nun]-di ul- ta ba-ra-[si-ga gana-gi dagal-la] gina zi nu-gil-[la]-*
d [mu dug4-ga An dEn-lfl dEn-ki]-ga-ta [e l'd gti-nun]-di ul- ta ba-ra- si-ga [gina-gi] dagal-la gana zi nu-gil- la-*
e mu dug4-ga An dEn-lfl dEn-ki-ga-ta e id gu-nun- di ul- ta ba-ra- si-ga [gana-gi] dagal- la gana zi nu-gil- la-*
/ m u  e id gu-nun- di [ ] ba-ra- si-ga-*
g mu e id gu-nun- di-*
h mu dug4-ga An dEn-lil dEn-ki- ga-ta e id gu-nun- di u4 ul-[ta ba-ra- si-ga] gina-gi da[gal-la gana zi nu-gal- la]-*
i mu dug4-ga An dEn-lil dEn-ki-[ga-ta] "e <i'd> gu-nun- di ul- ta ba-ra- si-ga-*
; mu e id gu-nun- di-»















/ mu e <fd> gu-nun- di-»-
m mu [ ] gu-nun- di-»-
n mu dug4-ga An dEn-lfl dEn-ki- ga-ta—>■
0 mu e fd gu-nun- di-»
a - + d /?/-/m-dEN.ZU sipa gig tuk kur gal- la [ igi a-ab-ba-ge] [e-da-rf] in- si- ga gu-bi-ta a-gar dagal- la im-ta-6-a
RA 15 p. 8 1.57
b-* in- si- ga - TCL10 70B
C - * d[R/-im-dEN.ZU] sipa gig tuk kur gal-[la igi a-ab-ba-ge] e-da-rf in- si- ga [gu-bi-ta a-gar dagal]-la im-ta-e-a
YOS 5 247
d - * [dl/^ (-i‘m-dEN.ZU sipa gig tuk kur gal- la [ ] YOS 5 248
e-* d'jRi-/m-dEN.ZU sipa [gig tuk kur gal- la] igi a-ab-ba-5e e-da-ri [ ] Yos5 246
H TCL 10 72
g~* in- si- ga PBS 81 51
h-+ d Ri-im-d[ ] [ sipa gig tuk kur gal- la] 'igi1 a-ab-[ ] TCL 10 71
/-*• YOS 8 24
i~* in- si- ga YOS 8 74
k-+ in- si- ga YOS 8 75
in- si- ga YOS 8 86
[ in- si]-ig•ga YOS 8 89
n - + YOS 8 102 1. 21
o-* [ in]-si-ig-ga Amaud, Larsa 277 2;278 1
Year Rim-Sin the shepherd who listens to the broad country, under the order of An, Enlil 
and Enki, had the canal that roars strongly, which had not been dug since long time and 
whose banks were covered with reeds without arable lands dug permanently towards the sea 
and made available large areas of land.







[mu dug4*ga An dEn-lfl] dEn-ki-ga-ta <bad> [ 
mu dug4-ta An dEn-hl dEn-ki-ga-ta 
mu dug4-ta An dEn-lfl dEn-ki-ga-ta 
mu
mu dug4-ta An dEn-lfl dEn-ki-ga-ta bad 
mu dug4-ta An dEn-lfl dEn-ki-ga-ta bad
Zar- bf- lumki uru-gu-sag U4]-na-me bad-bi nu-mu-un-du-a [sipa gi-na-» 
Zar- bf- lumki uru-gu-sag 114- na-me bad nu-mu-un-du-a sipa gi-na—►
Zar- bf- lumki uru-gu-sag U4- na-me bad nu-mu-un-du-a sipa gi-na—►
Zar- bf- lum [ ]->
Zar- bf- lumki gig gu a-ma-»









g mu bad Zar- bf- lumk'^-
h mu bad Zar- bf- lumki-»
i mu bad Zar- bf- lum^ uru-gfi-sag->
) mu dug4*ta An dEn-lfl dEn-ki-ga-ta bad Zar- bf- lum^ gig- gu-sag-*- .
k mu uruki Zar- bf- lumki—*
l mu bad gal Zar- bf- lum->
m mu bad Zar- bf- lumki—*
n mu dug4-ga An dEn-lfl dEn-ki-ga-ta bad Zar-<bf>-lum-aki!-»
o mu dug4*ta An dEn-lfl dEn-ki-ga-ta Zar- bf- lumki gig- gu-sag U4- na-me bad
P mu bad Zar- bf- lum-*
<7 mu bad Zar- bf- lum-*
r mu dug4*ta An dEn-lfl dEn-ki-ga-ta Zar- bf- lumki gig- gu-sag bad-
s mu Zar- bf- lum1^-*
t mu bad Zar- bf- lum-*
u mu bad [Zar]-bf- lum1"-*
V mu Zar- bf- lumki—*
w mu bad Zar- bf- lumki gu-a-ba?-sag-»
nu-mu-un-dil-a-
a-+ d/?i-//n-dEN.ZU b]ad-bi mu-un- du- a [un dagal-la-bi] ki-bi-[g£ bf- in-gi4-a] [ki-dur n]e-ha i[m-mi-in-tug]
RA 15 p. 81 63
b-+ /?(-(m-dEN.ZU bad- bi mu-un- du- a un dagal-la-bi ki-bi- g£ bf- in-gi4-a ki-dur ne- ha im- in-tug
TCL10 74
c—* Ri-im-dEN.ZU [bad]-bi mu-un- du- a [un] dagal-la-bi ki-bi- gd rbP-[in-gi4-a] ki-dur ne- ha im-mi- in-tug
YOS5 224
d-> UET5 555
e-> mu-un- du- a VS 13 96
f-* mu-un-[du- a] VS 13 96a
g~* mu-un- du- a UET 5 251, 367,401
h-* mu- du- a UET5 402
/-* mu-un- du- a Tell Sifr 22
i~* mu-un- dii-[a] Tell Sifr 22a
k-* TCL 10 73
/-* mu-un-du-a Tell Sifr 21; Amaud, Larsa 283 1
/u—> mu- du- a PBS 81 55, 74; PBS 82 113
n-* VS 13 93














P-* ba- du YOS 8 76
<t+ YOS 8 85
r-» mu-un- du- a YOS 8 94
s-* YOS 8 95
t^ * mu- du- a YOS 8 98
u-* mu-un- du- a BIN 7 166
V-* mu-un- du- a Amaud, Larsa 283 2
W - * mu-un- du- a Amaud, Larsa 284
Year the true shepherd Rim-Sin under the order of An, Enlil and Enki had the wall of 
Zarbilum, a main city which had never had one, constructed and had its large population 
settled in a safe place.
'29 A  a mu-us-sa dugj-ta An dEn-lfl dEn-ki-ga-ta Zar-bf-lumki gis-gu-sag u4-na-me bad nu-mu-un-dii-a sipa gi-na d/?i-/m-dEN.ZU
b mu-us-sa uru Zar-bi'-lumki—>■
c ' mu-us-sa bad Zar-bi'-lumki—>
a-* bad-bi mu-un-dh-a 
b-* mu- dit-a
c—* mu-un-du-a
YOS 5 225 
PBS 81 60 
YOS 8 90
B a [mu A kalag-ga A]n dEn- lfl d[En-ki- ga- ta] Du- un-nu-umki uruki sag mah l-[si-in- na-ka] sipa zi dRj-im-dEN.ZU -»•
b mu A kalag-ga [An dEn]-hl d En-ki- ga- ta [Du]-un-nu-umki uru1" sag mah [i]- si-in1"-na-ka-»
c mu A kalag-ga An dEn-lfl [d En-ki-ga- ta] Du- un-nu-umki [uru^ sag mah] i- si-inkl-[na-ka] sipa gi-na -dEN.ZU 114
' d muinim An dEn-lfl d En-ki-ga- ta Du-un-nu-um uru^ sag mah i-si-in- na-ka sipa gi-na Ri-im-dEN.ZU->
e mu inim-ta An dEn- lfl d En-ki-rga’-[ta] Du- un-nu-um-*
f  mu bad Du- un-nu-um^-*
g mu Du- un-nu-um-*
h mu Du- nu-um-*
i mu a kalag-ga Du- un-nu-umki-»
j  mu Du- nu-umki
k mu Du- nu-umki->








a-*■- U4 1 -kam [in dib-ba] erin nam-gub-be Su-ni-S£ bi-i[n-gar-ra] nam lti-ulu-bi ki- dur-bi nu-mu-un-kur-[ra]
Ra 15 p. 9
ft— in- dib-ba YOS5 219
c—» U4 1 -a in- [ dib-ba] erin bi-ra Su-ni ki-Mur1^ 1
YOS5 219
TCL10 76
e-* in- dib-ba Riftin 46
in- dib-ba RA 12 p. 200 n. 2; Amaud Larsa 285,1
g~+ mu- dib-ba UET5 238
H-* - UET5 407
/-* ba- [ dib-ba] UET8 819
gal-a mu- dib-ba PBS 81 69
k-* gal-a mu-un-dib-ba PBS 82 108
/-H. in- dib-ba-am Amaud, Larsa 285 2
Year the righteous shepherd Rim-Sin, with the powerful help of An, Enlil and Enki, had the 
city of Dunnum and the capital Isin taken in one day; he submitted to his oders all who were 
liable to labour, but did not move its population.
a mu-us-sa uruw Du-un-nu-um [uruki l]-si-in- naki ba-an-dib - ' TCL 10 75
a [mu 8^] tukul mah An dEn-Ifl dEn-ki-ga-ta i- si- in1" uru1" nam-lugal-la u 5-dam didli-bi a-na-me-a-bi sipa zi-*
b mu 8^ tukul mah [An dEn-lfl dEn-ki-ga-ta] 1 - si- inki [ uru1" nam-lugal-la] ii 5-dam [ didli-bi a-na-me- a-bi] sipa zi-*
c mu 8>£ tukul mah An dEn-lfl dEn-ki-ga-ta i- si- in'" uru1" nam-lugal-la u 5-dam didli a-na- a-bi-*
d mu 8>s tukul mah An dEn-lfl dEn-ki-ga-ta i- si- inki uru1" nam-lugal-la it 5-dam didli a-na-me-a-bi sipa zi-*
e mu lPf tukul mah An dEn-hl dEn-ki-ga-ta i- si- inki uru1" nam-lugal-la-ka it 5-dam didli-bi a-na-me-a-bi sipa zi-*
f mu i- si- in-naki ii 5-dam-bi-
g mu 8s  tukul mah An dEn-lfl dEn-lu-ga-ta t- si- inki-*
h mu i- si- in1"-*
i mu i- si- in1"-*
i mu uruki i-rsi1-[inki]-» .
k mu i- si- in-nak'-*
l mu i- si- inki [ ]->
m mu t- si- in-na-*
n mu I- si- inki-*














p mu tukul mah An dEn-lfl dEn-ki-ga-ta i- si- in-naki uruki nam-lugal-la ii a-dam didli a-na-me-a-bi sip a zi—►
q mu 1 - si- inki uru nam-lugal-la-*
r mu I- si- inki-»
s mu I- si- int !-»•
t mu I- si- in-na-»-
u mu
a-* di?/-//7i-dEN.ZU in- dib- ba ugu un dagal-la-be §u nam- til-la in-gar-ra mu nam-lugal-bi du-ri-se bf-in-e
R A 15 p. 9
h— dR/-/m-dEN.ZU in- dib- ba ugu un dagal- be Su rnam’-[til-la] in-gar-ra mu nam-lugal-bi du-ri-36 bf-in-e
UET5 664
C-+ in- dib- ba YOS5 139
d-+ dR/-//n-dEN.ZU in- dib- ba VS 13 62
e-*
f~*
dR/-/m-dEN.ZU mu-un- dib- ba VS 13 63 
TCL10 77
g~* in- dib- ba-a VS 13 64a
/»— in- dib- ba-a VS 13 64
i-+ in- dib- ba PBS 81 61, 62; UET 5 383
H in- dib-[ba] UET5 423
k-* ba- an- dib UET 5 455,450; VS 13 65
1-+ in- dib-[ba] PBS 81 67, 68; YOS 8 34; UET 5 483
m-* in- dib- ba UET 5 535
n-* 
o—►
in- dib- ba UET 5 820 
Riftin 57
rdR/-/m-dEN.ZU1 in- dib- ba VS 13 65a
q~* in- dib- ba PBS 82 109
r—► ba- an- dib SLB I2 15
S-* mu-un-[dib- ba] . PBS 81 41
t-+ in- dib- ba UET 5 410
i?/-/m-dEN.ZU lugal I-si-in- ki ba- dib- ba PBS 81 30
Year the true shepherd Rim-Sin with the help of the mighty weapon of An, Enlil and Enki 













B a mu dRi-im-30 lugal Riftin 77; YOS 5 228
b mu djR/-wn-dEN.ZU lugal-la VS 13 58
c mu dRi- < im > -30 lugal Riftin 74
d mu Ri-im-30 lugal Riftin 75
e mu Ri-im-30 Riftin 76
f mu Rj-wi-dEN.ZU lugal YOS 8 55; UET 5 302, UET 5 867
8 mu dRi-im -dEN.ZU lugal TCL 1 233, UET 5 866
h mu dRi-im -dEN.ZU lugal-e UET 5 324
Year Rim-Sin became king
B a mu dR/-i'm-dEN.ZU lugal Uriki-ma 6- mud-kur-ra-ke4 ki-edin-Se bf-in-gar-ra-a RLA 2 p. 164 282; JCS 24 p. 97 n. 21
b mu dR/-/m-dEN.ZU lugal Uriki-ma 6-mud-kur-ra-ke4 ki-edin-§6 bf-in-gar-ra UET 5 128; BIN 2 73
c mu dR/-im-dEN.ZU lugal Urikl-ma e-mud-kur-[?] ki-edin-S6 bf-in-gar-ra UET 5 214
d mu dR/-/m-dEN.ZU lugal Uriki-ma 6-mud-kur-ra-ke4 ki-edin-56 bf-in-gar UET 5 411
e mu dR/-j'm-dEN.ZU lugal Uriki-ma 6-mud-kur-ra-ke4 - UET 5 536
f mu dR/-/m-dEN.ZU lugal Uriki-ma mud-kur-ra UET 5 556
8 mu dR/-/m-dEN.ZU lugal-e Uriki 6-mud-kur-ra-ke4 ki-edin-Se bf-in-gar-ra Riftin 21
h mu dR('-/'m-dEN.ZU lugal Uriki-ma ki-edin-56 bf-in-gar-ra PSBA 39 pi. 4 n. 17
i mu dR/-/m-dEN.ZU lugal Uriki-ma 6-mud JCS 24 p. 97 n. 23; JCS 24 p. 94 n. 6; p. 96 n. 15, n.
18
j  rnu dRi-irn- 30 lugal JCS 24 p. 94 n. 3; p. 95 n. 9
Year Rim-Sin the king of Ur posed the foundations of the Emudkurra
B B a mu dRi-im-dEN.ZU lugal-e dNin-mah-e e Ke§ki temen-an-ki-bi-da-ta nam-lugal kalam-* 
b mu dRi-/m-dEN.ZU lugal dNin-mah-e 6 Ke5kl temen-an-ki-bi-da-ta nam-lugal kalam—* 
c mu dR/-t>?i-dEN.ZU lugal-* 
d mu dR/-wi-dEN.ZU lugal-e-* 
e mu /?/-/m-dEN.ZU lugal-*'
/  mu di?/-/>n-dEN.ZU lugal-* 
g mu dR/-/m-d.EN.ZU lugal-e-* 
h mu dRi-//n-dEN.ZU lugal-e-* 
i mu d/?/-/m-dEN.ZU lugal-e-* 
















mu dR/-/>n-dEN.ZU lugal-e 6 Keskl temen-an-ki-bi-da-ta—► 
mu R/-/m-dEN.ZU lugal-e dNin-mah-e 6 Keskl temen-an-ki-bi-da-»
m
ft
mu R/-/m-dEN.ZU lugal-e dNin-mah-e e Keski temen-an-ki-bi-da-ta-*- 
mu dR/-//n-dEN.ZU lugal-e dNin-mah-e e Ke5«du»ki temen-an-ki-bi-da-ta-*
o mu dR/-/>7t-dEN.ZU lugal-*-
P
q
mu d/?/-i'm-dEN.ZU lugal-*- 
mu-+




ki§ gal-la-56 gal-bi-ta ba-an-fl-la lu kur lu hul-gal kur-kur-se gaba-bi nu gij-a RLA 2:164, 283
b-+ kis gal-la-se gal-bi-ta ba-an-fl-la lu kur lu hul- li kur-kur-se gaba-bi nu g^-a Tell Sifr 85 a
c—> lu kur lu hul-gal kur-ta kur-kur-5e gab-[ ] §A 175
d-» lu kur lu hul-gil Riftin 84
e-> lu hul lu hul-gal ka-5u-uki Belleten 26,1962 p. 44
/ - lu hul hul-a ZA 23.75.22
g~* lu kur lu hul-gal kur-ta kur-kur-5e YOS 8 54
/i— lu kur lu hul-gal YOS 8 83; Amaud, Larsa 58:2
/-> lu kiir hi hul-gal §A 167,168
lu kur lti hul-gal BAP 1 (Meissner); Strasbourg 99
k-*
1-*
BIN 7 175 
OECT 8 14
m— OECT819
ft—* YOS 5 226
o-> lu kur lu hul-gal YOS 5 227
/>— lu kur lu hul-gal Tell Sifr 85
<7— lu kur hul- a Tell Sifr 86
lu kur lu-hul-gal
ARN 124
TJDBII p. 51; PSBA 39 pi. 8.21; TLBI197; ARN
Year Ninmah elevated Rim-Sin to the kingship over all the countries in the temple of Kis, - 
foundation of heaven and earth, and he (Rim-Sin) let not the bad and wicked come back












CHRONOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION OF THE 
YEAR NAME REFERENCES
Gungunum
1 Gungunum lugal B UET 5 524 rev. 5
2 2 giSimmar e-dUtu 13 Enninsunzi en. dNingubalag
V UET 5 283, 517
3 Basimi bahul vi UET 5 594
viii UET 5 282
4 ussa Basimi bahul UET 5 524
14 urudu alam girtabba e dNanna
5 Ansan bahul B ii YOS 14 172
V YOS 14 173; JCS 28,
6 en dUtu ipad 241.9
B V UET 5 617 11 v YOS 14 174
1 ix YOS 14 175
7 ussa en dUtu ipad 
B i UET 5 528 15 e ldAnnepadda
iv UET 5 527; JCS 28
240. 7 16 e dInanna £a Larsa
vii JCS 28 240.8
8 urudu alan e-dUtu 17 € Imgur-Sin
9 en dUtu bahun 18 e Lugalkiduna
B UET 5 524 1. 7 B ix TCL 1 234
25 UET 5 370
2 sunir giSguza kaskal
19 ugnim Malgium edanna
10 B vi UET 5 478
B ii TIM 5 23 24 xi AJSL 33 p. 233 n. 22
20 ii AS 16 201 27 xi AJSL 33 p. 242 n. 38
ix UET 5 269 xiii UET 5 478
X UET 5 369
xii UET 5 100
xiii YOS 14 171 20 abul mah Uri
UET 5 733
15 xiii YOS 14170 B “ i AJSL 33 p. 239 n. 30
i AJSL 33 p. 221 n. 3
11 alangirtabba iv YOS 14 176
12 ussa alan girtabba 21 bad gal Larsa
65
\66  Gungunum LARSA YEAR NAMES
B i YOS 14 177 (perhaps iv UET 5 734
Siq 3) vii UET 5 284




UET 5 530; Cornell 
U. 84,168
23 bad ka-dGestinanna
B viii Kisurra 80A
24 e dNinisin Larsa
B iii UET 5 616
xi UET 5 101
26 alam ku-babbar dNanna 
B viii UET 5 602






UET 5 776 
Arnaud, Larsa 245.1 
Syria 58, 71:1 
UET 5 619
28 A  ussa ldBaba-risat
25 eginabtum Nanna sa Uri
B UET 5 398







A i RA 14 153. B
B UET 5 398
ii YOS 14 182
23 ii Strasbourg 47
iv YOS 14 183
V TIM 5 39
X UET 5 547 •
xii YOS 14 180
xiii YOS 14 181, 184;
UET 5 568; RA
153. A
ldImgur-Inanna Zabalam
B iii UET 5 876
vi TCL 1 235
viii UET 5 735
xi UET 5 736
xi YOS 14186
RT 34 109
alan ku-bubbar e dNanna
A i UET 5 877
B ii UET 5 620
iv UET 5 737
vii YOS 14 185
ix UET 5 131
xi UET 5 285
,dAnnepadda
A iii YOS 14 308
B 21 i UET 5 738
B X UET 5 287
xii UET 5 102, 286
UET 5 739 
xiii YOS 14 193
6 ldhiritum sa Larsa
B i UET 5 851
ii UET 5 550
vii YOS 14 192,194, 202,
336
viii YOS 14 195,199, 200,
201, 203
ix YOS 14 204
xii UET 5 740 = Iraq 15
12 2
7 id mah Abisare
B iii UET 5 505
15 vi YOS 14 205
ix UET 5 325
xii UET 5 851
xiii BIN 7 93
YOS 14 206, 208
8 alan na4gug zagin e dNanna
B iv UET 5 879
vi UET 5 525
X UET 5 732
9 ugnim Isin
A i YOS 14 211
ii UET 5 787
B iv UET 5 621
V UET 5 460
vi Iraq 15 108 n. 30
5 ussa IdAnnepadda
1 YOS 14 187
iii UET 5 526
iv YOS 14 188
V YOS 14 196
vi YOS 14 189
vii TIM 5 29
viii UET 5 288
ix YOS 14 190,197
X YOS 14 191,198:
10 en dUtu ipad
11 YOS 14 182
vii YOS 14 207
viii YOS 14 209
ix UET 5 741
xii BIN 7 95, 96,
100, 101,102 
BIN 7 94, 98; UET 5 
134
xiii YOS 14 210; UET 5 
133
68 Abisare LARSA YEAR NAMES
Iraq 15 105-106
11 ussa en dUtu ipad
A  iv UET5 289
viii UET 5 132, 442
ix UET 5 743 
xii NBC 6293






u UET 5 529
iii YOS 14 213
iv UET 5 744
V UET 5 163, 530
vi UET 5 545, 223
vii UET 5 222, 265; BIN
7114?
viii
ix UET 5 745
xi UET 5 569
1 xi YOS 14 216
5 xi YOS 14 215
10 xi YOS 14 214
xii
alan ku-babbar e dUtu
1
ii UET 5 531
iii UET 5 532
iv UET 5 195
V
vi
vii UET 5 746
viii
ix




i UET 5 164; Iraq 15
105
ii
iii TIM 5 34 (mu-us-sa of
year 1 )
iv
V UET 5 290; BIN 7 103
vi BIN 7 116
- vii BIN 7 117
viii BIN 7 115
Fouilles de Tello 2-1 49
4 Akus ugnim Kazallu
A YOS 14 225
B V UET 5 373
1 0 V BIN 7 118
17 V BIN 7 123
vi YNER4 80
2 vi BIN 7 127
4 vi YOS 14 220
7 vi BIN 7 121
8 vi BIN 7 124
1 0 vi BIN 7 119
1 1 vi BIN 7 120
1 2 vi BIN 7 127
18 vi BIN 7 125
2 0 vi BIN 7 122
viii BIN 7 126; YNER 4 81
ix
X UET 5 291
xi YOS 14 221
UET 5 103
ugnim Unugkl
A ii Iraq 15 116
B vii Iraq 15 174
xi YOS 14 212
en dUtu
B YNER 4 117; BIN 7
129
i UET 1244; UET 5 552
28 vi BIN 7 137
7 vii BIN 7 136
1 2 vii BIN 7 133
15 BIN 7130
19 BIN 7 135
2 2 BIN 7 129
24 BIN 7 134
25 BIN 7 132
29 BIN 7 138
2 1 viii Gordon, Smith 40
ix UET 5 676
6 X BIN 7 131
9 X BIN 7 128






70 Sumuel LARSA YEAR NAMES
11 xi TIM 5 17 11 ugnim Kis
XL Kisurra 28 A iv UET 5 758
YOS 14 264 V UET 5 759
18 iv Cornell U. 29
7 idLugal-Sinna B V UET 5 549, 622
A i UET5 553 vii YOS 14 231
17 i YNER 4 118 pi. xx n. viii YOS 14 230
50 ix YOS 14 232, 233
B UET 5 752 xi YOS 14 234
i UET 5 357 xii YOS 14 235
iv UET 5 750
vii UET 5 88 2 ussa ugnim Kis
ix UET 5 135,169 A  29 i YOS 14 228
X UET 5 170 ?, 751 i YOS 14 236
AJSL 33 RFN 33 ii YOS 14 237
SAKF 130 iv YOS 14 238
xi YOS 14 219
8 uru kaidda xii YOS 14 239-241; BIN
A i UET 5 749 7 106
ii UET 5 753 YOS 14 243; BIN 7 150
B V UET 5 756
vi UET 5 754; JCS 28, 13 ussa 3 ugnim Kis
241.10 A iii UET 5 679
X UET 5 185 viii BIN 7 152; YOS 14
' xi UET 5 292 244, 245, 246
30 xii UET 5 227 ix YOS 14 248; BIN 7 108
X UET 5 760
9 ussa urn Kaidda xii YNER 4 85 p. 115
A ii UET 5 755 xiii BIN 7 107
viii? RA 70 p. 46 YOS 14 251?
ix UET 5 171, 757
X TCL 10 1 14 ussa 4 ugnim Kis
xi YOS 14 126; UET 5 A vii BIN 7 151
190 viii YOS 14 242
10 Sabum . ix YOS 14 247
B V YOS 14 272, 266 X YOS 14 250
vii YOS 14 265, 268, 269, xi YNER 4 84 p. 114
270,271 xii YOS 14 249
viii YOS 14 273,274,275,
276, 277, 278, 224? 15 ugnim Kazallu
ix YOS 14 279,280 B i YOS 14 218
X YOS 14 281 iv YOS 14 332; UET 5
xii BIN 7 104 748
YOS 14 284 16 e-duru5 Nanna-isa
ii UET 5 623
CHRONOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION Sumuel 71
B iii YNER 4 99 19 ussa 4 Nanna-iSa
8  iv . BIN 7 157 A  xi YOS 14 260; YNER 4
V YOS 14 252: YNER 4 i 25
112 20 ldBuranum
vii BIN 7 153,154 B ii YOS 14 261
2 vii YNER 4 101 Kisurra 31
20 vii YNER 4 102
24 vii BIN 7 156 21 A  ussa ldBuranum
viii Iraq 15 95 n. 16; BIN
7 142, 143 22 A  ussa 2 IdBuranum
13 viii YNER 4 108 ,
ix BIN 7 109,139 23 en dNanna
X 'BIN 7 158 B ii UET 5 762
xi BIN 7 110 Vi UET 5 763
7 xi YNER 4 111 viii RFH n. 12
29 xi YNER 4109 ix YOS 14 263; Kisurra
11 xii YNER 4 110 50
xii BIN 7 159 X UET 5 370
12 xii YNER 4 86d UET 5 785
15 xii BIN 7 140 Iraq 15 118; Kisurra 30
24 xii BIN 7141
25 xii YOS 14 254 24 ussa en dNanna
YNER 4 113 A  28 V 5 NT 359
xiii BIN 7 111; YOS 14 253 xii YOS 14 330; UET 5
8  xiii YOS 14 255 104,374
UET 5 637
17 ussa Nanna-isa
A  ii BIN 7 112 25 ussa 3 en dNanna
iii UET 5 198 A  iv? UET 5 548 (ki-sfg-
17 iv BIN 7146 dNin-a?-zu?)
V YOS 14 256; YNER 4 xi UET 5 764
91
Vi BIN 7 186 26 ussa 4 en dNanna
7 vi BIN 7144 V Kisurra 59A
viii BIN 7 145,160 A  viii UET 5 765
X YOS 14 257; YNER 4 ix YOS 14 262
92 xi YNER 4 n. 25
xii YOS 14 624; Iraq 15. xii Kisurra 85
117, 45; YOS 14 258
18 ussa 3 Nanna-isa 27 ussa 5 en dNanna
A  ii BIN 7161 A  i UET 5 766
3 iii BIN 7113 vi UET 5 767
V UET 5 761; YOS 14 ix UET 5 172
259. 5 NT 360
I
72 Sumuel LARSA YEAR NAMES
28 ussa 6 en dNanna
A  iv ARN 23
viii YOS 14 267, Arnaud, 
Larsa 247 1
22 viii 4 NT 80
X UET5 461
29 ussa 7 en dNanna
A  vi UET5 768
x UET5 358
Iraq 15 179
A  Sumuel ki-bi g^-a
CHRONOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION Nur-Adad 73
Nur-Adad
1 Nur-Adad lugal
B ii UET 5 533
iv UET 5 136
V YOS 14 283
A ussa Nur-Adad lugal
A  10 i UET 5 769
B gisguza dUtu
A i AOAT 25 43 W 2/1
B vi YOS 14 285
X BIN 7 162
X Tell Sifr n. 1 =
Strassmaier n. 1
C en dUtu
A i YOS 15 151
B viii YOS 5 152
X UET 5 173
4 X UET 5 154





A i YOS 14 223, 226, 229;
AOAT 25, 43 W 2/1
B iv UET 5 443
vi BiMes 3 36, 39B
xii UET 5 167; RFH 32
E id Buranun
F glSguza, 2 ur-mah dInanna
V UET 5 105
XI UET 5 184
G e Enki Eridu
G ’ ussa e Enki Eridu
4 i Melanges Birot 35
H alam Abisare
iv UET 5 879
I ussa alam Abisare
i YOS 14 211
J 4 urudu alam e dUtu
iv NFT 188
K ussa 4 urudu alam
iv TCL 1 58
L Maskan-sapir
B Arnaud, Larsa 232 5
M bad Larsaki
i Nabu 1988-1 n.13
6 i Melanges Birot 36 B
11 i Melanges Birot 36 C
12 i Melanges Birot 36 D
22 i Melanges Birot 36 E
26 i Melanges Birot 37 F
[ ] i Melanges Birot 37 G
74 Sin-iddinam LARSA YEAR NAMES
Sin-iddinam
1 Sin-iddinam lugal
B iv YOS 5 i l l
vi BiMes 3 38
ldIdigna
B 12 viii CUL 78 (JCS 4 p. 84)
xi UET 5 362
suhus ebabbar
B ix UET 5 266
ugnimTintir
B i YBC 10482
19 xi YBC 10366
xii YOS 5 38:13-14
Ibrat urn murub
B ii YBC 10849
iv YBC 4485
X UET 5 274
xi YBC 10836
xii YBC 10446; YBC 3295
xii TIM 5 58
mada Esnunna
B 7 UIOM 2019
12 ii UIOM 2010
15 ii YBC 4974
iii UET 5 770
15 iii UIOM 2021
9 iv BRM 3 17
20 iv UIOM 2014
19 V YO$ 14 286
vi YOS 14 287, 289
5 vi UIOM 2026
16 vi YBC 10249
23 vii UIOM 2022
IX YBC 8728
X YBC 4873
14 X Cincinnati Art 
Museum 1914, 687
xi YBC 4968
15 xi YOS 14 290
26 xi YOS 14 291; UIOM 
2032
7 bad gal Maskan-sapir
1 i YOS 14 292
16 i NBC 8253
19? YOS 14 293 
YBC 3328
i YOS 5 213; UET 5 390
6 i YOS 5 214 (ou v)
8 i UIOM 2031
14 i UIOM 2018, 2033
30 i TCL 1 231
22 ii YBC 4311
9 iii RFH 33
22 iii NBC 6801
2 V YBC 3283
26 V 5 NT 396
vii TIM 5 18; YBC 5212
7 vii YBC 3325; YOS 14 169
19 vii YBC 8108
25 vii YOS 5 215; YBC 3371
30 vii YOS 5 216; YBC 3371
viii UET 5 408, 462
21 ix YOS 5 216
23 ix YOS 14 288
6 X YBC 5198
xi AJSL 33 229, RFH n.
13
3' xii YBC 6780
4 xii UIOM 2034




CHRONOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION Sm-eribam 75
eribam lugal 27 X YOS 14 299
FLP2665 xi Cornell U. 162
8 ii NBC 11142 xiii UET 5 391; YOS 14
iv PBS 82 105; YOS 5 156 300-304
24 iv YOS 14 348 5 xiii YOS 5 157
V YOS 14 294; Cornell
U. 173 2 urudu alan gula e dNanna
4 V YOS 5 155 A 14 i . YOS 14 305
vi YOS 14 296 B 14 • i UET 5 196
21 vi YOS 14 298 20 i UET 5 196 (case)
26 vi YOS 14 295 A x(?) UET 5 165
viii YOS 5 158 B xii YOS 5 99
10 ix YOS 14 297
76 Sfn-iqi§am LARSA YEAR NAMES
Sin-iqisam
1 Sm-iqisam lugal
ii UET 5 297
7 iv 5 NT 351
V PBS 81 21
13 V 5 NT 389
vi UET 5 159
vii UET 5 516
xi UET 5 479
xiii YOS 5 62
2 Kaidda, Nazarum/dNumusda,
dNamrak, dLugal-awak
A i UET 5 166
B ii TCL 10 129, 130
5 iv 5 NT 253
19 iv YOS 14 309
25 iv TIM 3 120
vi UET 5 159
bad gal Larsa/11 alan ku-babbar 1 
alan kusig
B i UET 5 298
ii TCL 10 2
iv YOS 5 160; 5 NT 93 
(viii?)
20 iv YOS 14 179
24/5 V YOS 5 109
viii 5 NT 103, 290; PBS 81 
23
3 viii YOS 5 80
ix PBS81 22
X UET 5 89, 205
xi Arnaud, Larsa 232 6
xii YOS 14 307; OECT 8
17,18
xiii AJSL33RFH25 
TCL 10 3; UET 5 264;
Kisurra 208
4 14 alan Nibrukl 3 guza Utu, Serida
A  UET 5 264; Kisurra
183
B 29 ii YOS 5 167
26 X PBS 81 24
xi UET 5 328
xii YOS 5 63
14 xii YOS 5 61
xiii YOS 5 82 ?
Kazallu, Elam, Zambia
A i YOS 5 5, 25, 66
6 i YOS 5 34
B ii 5 NT 91
30 iii YOS 5 3
3? x vi YOS 14 324
15 vi YOS 14 323
11 vii YOS 51
10 xi UET 5 299
21 xi YOS 5 76
xii YOS 5 18, 2; UET 5
807; YOS 5 38
20 xii YOS 5 36
YOS 5 60









YOS 5 117; UET 5 771
YOS 14 310
UET 5 500, 221, 206;
Arnaud, Larsa 245 2 
YOS 5 9,10,11, 54- 
57; Riftin 45 
Syria 58, 71:2
78 Warad-Stn LARSA YEAR NAMES
Warad-Sin
1 Warad-Sin lugal 5 kisalmah e dUtu/gi*guza e dInanna
B 10 V 5 NT 379 B i UET 5 385; BIN 7 163
viii YOS 5 15 26 ii 5 NT 546
ix YOS 5 12 19 iii UET 5 224
xii UET 5 327, 587 29 iii YOS 5 48
iv YOS 5 26
2 bad Kazallu, ugnim Mutibal 10 iv YOS 5 166
A i YOS 5 161 21 iv YOS 5 27
B ii YOS 5 16 vi YOS 5 22, 39,131
iv YOS 5 32; Tell Sifr 94 viii YOS 5 20; UET 5 207;
16 V YOS 5 14 YOS 5 42
vii YOS 5 49, 51, 52, 53, 16 viii YOS 5 24
68, 72, 78 ix YOS 5 43
viii YOS 5 65 7 ix YOS 5 85
ix YOS 5 88, 46, 50 14 ix YOS 5 93
1 xi YOS 5 81 X YOS 5 73
xii YOS 5 4, 31 13 X YOS 5 47; OA 21 75
7 xii UET 5 589 xi YOS 5 67
13 xii YOS 5 30 21 xi YOS 5 33
Arnaud, Larsa 245 3 16 xii YOS 5 165
Syria 58, 71:3 4 xii YOS 5 104
- 22 xiii YOS 5 7
3 alan ku sig e dUtu
B ii YOS 5 92 6 ganun mah dNanna/ekalamtaniguru
iii UET 5 162 B ii TCL 10 15; UET 5 850
iv YOS 5 23 iii UET 5 300, 723, 797
6 iv UET 5 806 1 6 iii UET 5 253
14 iv YOS 5 13 iv TLB 1 1, 2
vi YOS 5 37,148 viii UET 5 267
vii YOS 5 40 ix AJSL 33 p. 231 RFH
ix YOS 5 21, 69 18
X YOS 5 100 X UET 5 371
xi YOS 5 86; UET 5 174 xi UET 5 723; YOS 14
- 6 xi YOS 5 74 129;
UET 5 359xii YOS 5 35, 64, 41
4 ugnim Malgium 7 14 alam 3 guzadT Ttn
e dNanna, dNingal u
A  23 i YOS 5 45
B UET 5 808B 17 V YOS 5 17 ii UET 5 41424 xi AJSL 33 p. 233 n. 22
29 ii YOS 5 16727 xi AJSL 33 p. 242 n. 38
•«• 17 iv UET 5 808
Xlll UET 5 733
25 iv YOS 5 124
CHRONOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION Warad-Sfn 79
ix UET 5 669 xiii SLB l 2 3; YOS 5 119
X UET 5 106
xi YOS 5 135 11 bad gal Uri
2 xi BE 62 2 B YOS 2 202: 8
xii TCL 10 14 A i UET 5 486, 625; AJSL
xiii YOS 5 125,134 33 p. 221 n. 3
iv YOS 5 121
Enaneda, en dNanna V PBS 81  27; UET 5 107,
A i YOS 5 71 571
B BE 62 1 vi VS 13 56
18 iii YOS 5 29 vii UET 5 329
V AJSL 33 p. 232 RFH X YOS 5 163
20 30 X UET 5 330
vi YOS 5 250 xi UET 5 91
18 viii YOS 5 28; RFH 12 ? xii YOS 5 123; TCL 10 10
23 X YOS 5 251 27 xii TCL 1 236
kisalmah dNanna, 2 guza ebara 12 urn Sag.pa.kab.du (Al-sarraki)
B SLB l 2 4 B YOS 5 202: 11
i YOS 5 120 vi YOS 5 126
iv SLB l2 1, 2 V YOS 5 115,116
10 iv YOS 5 166 21 V YOS 5 164
V TCL 10 5; YOS 5 118 vi TCL 10 11; UET 5 125
16 vii YOS 5 162 vii YOS 5 129
ix TCL 10 4A 8 X PBS 81 26
X UET 5 371 xi UET 5 301
xi TCL 10 6 xii YOS 5 58; YOS 14 311
16 xii YOS 5 165 xii UET 5 137
xii YOS 5 202 BE 62 3
alan Kudurmabuk e dUtu 13 e dN in-ga- sa Maskan-sapir
B UET 5 187 B YOS 5 202, 207
14 i TCL 10 7A, 8A 16 vii UET 5 626
iv TCL 10 9 viii UET 5 138
6 iv UET 5 806 25 ix YOS 5 127
28 iv UET 5 642 ix UET 5 270
vi PBS 81 25 X JCS 28 242.11
viii YOS 5 114,128 xi UET 5 139
xi Cornell U. 57 xi TCL 10 12
xii TCL 10 78
Rim-Sfn LARSA YEAR NAMES
Rim-Sin
Rim-Sin lugal ' 12 ix Strasbourg n. 27
B YOS 5 207: 9 24 xi UET 5 670; HUCA 37
UET 5 627: 5; YOS 5 p. 24
202: 54 30 xi UET 5 141
7 i YOS 5 103 xii YOS 8 4
11 i RA 12 115; BRM 3 18 - xiii TCL 10 18; UET 5
b 303,332,360
20 i YOS 8 70 11 xiii UET 5 809
1 ii BRM 3 18 a YOS 2 94; Strasbourg
20 ii TIM 4 36 n. 26
27 iii $A 174 3 4 alan Kudurmabuk, e dNinmar sa
5 iv RFH 14 ASdubba
V TIM 4 15 B i UET 5 333, 810; YOS
5 vi Mesop. X-XI p. 8 n. 23 8 170
vii UET 5 122 ii YOS 8 7
4 viii $A 159 iv YOS 8 6
20 viii TCL 10 16 V Riftin 49
ix UET 5 232 29 vii UET 5 176
X UET 5 501 10 ix YOS 8 9
5 X NFT195 xii YOS 5 202
xii YOS 8 21
Grant, Smith 255 4 e dInanna, dNanna, dEnki
B UET 5 627: 21, 26
e dIskur, e dBaraulegarra, alan 5 i Riftin 104
War ad-Sin 29 i YOS 5 207
A i UET 5 140 ii Tell Sifr 2
B YOS 5 202: 57; UET 5 V TCL 10 23
627: 14 vi YOS 8 176
i UET 5 331 i 30 vi UET 5 334
12? i Riftin 103 vii UET 5 855, 856
16 i TCL 10 17 viii Tell Sifr 3
ii UET 5 811 ix YOS 8 14
5 ii YOS 5 199 X UET 5 534
iii YOS 8 2 18 X UET 5 691
iv SLB l2 11; Arnaud, 30 X UET 5 772, 773
Larsa 255 2; Syria xi UET 5 812
58, 71:4 18 xi UET 5 430
V UET 5 439 / xii UET 5 813
2. V UET 5 612 20 xiii UET 5 814
30 V TCL 10 20 UET 5 323
vii TCL 10 19
viii UET 5 175, 422 5 2 alan Kudurmabuk, 1 narua sa
ix UET 5 476; TCL 10 
2 1 , 22 egalbarra
CHRONOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION 
B YOS5137
10 ii UET 5 157
iii PBS 81 39; UET 5 506
30 iii UET 5 775
16 iv PBS 81  34
V UET 5 392
30 V UET 5 335
X UET 5 143, 628
23 X YOS 8 18
10 xii YOS 8 5
e Barraulegarra sa Adab, alan
Sin-iddinam Larsa
B UET 5 452 ?
27 iii YOS 5 170
29 iii YOS 5 168
iv Riftin 51
4 iv YOS 5 169
30 iv YOS 5 171
V Tell Sifr 4; UET 5 235, 
177; YOS 5 174;
YOS 8 47
28 V Cornell U. 28
X YOS 5 364
24 X YOS 5 173
xi UET 5 108; YOS 5 
144; TCL 10 26
20 xi Strasbourg 26
xii YOS 5 171,175, 337; 
OLZ 1914, 245 F
3 xii TCL 10 25
14 xii YOS 5 140
18 xii YOS 5 143
21 xii TCL 10 24
7 2 abul Maskan-sapra, e asa satumma
B UET 5 481
30 i Arnaud, Larsa 270:1
ii UET 5 387
8 ii YOS 5 211
7 iv YOS 5 185
8 iv YOS 5 112,183
6 V YOS 5 209
vi UET 5 178; TCL 10 27
11 vi YOS 5 99
Rim-Sfn 81
23 vii YOS 5 179
8 ix YOS 5 186
X TCL 10 28
1 X YOS 5 178
14 X YOS 5 180
19 X YOS 5 177
xi YOS 5 113,182
xii YOS 5 181; Tell Sifr 5;
YOS 5 184 (Warka 
91)
xiii YOS 8 69; YOS 5 210
6 xiii YOS 5 176
4 xiii YOS 5 212
e dEnki sa Uri
A i UET 5 109
B ii YOS 5 304
5 iii YOS 5 201
y iv TCL 10 31; YOS 8 20;
UET 5 188
vi Tell Sifr 6
vii UET 5 144; Tell Sifr
7; PBS 8 1 46; ARN 
25, Arnaud, Larsa 
232 12
ix TCL 10 29
7 ix PBS 81  58
X TCL 10 30; PBS 81 80
2 X Riftin 52
xi YOS 8 133 
Tell Sifr 2
ldLagasEikl
A 30 i UET 5 197
B YOS 8 8 ; CT 36 50;
UET 5 180; TLB 1 25
17 i YOS 5 187
ii UET 5 152
iii TCL 10 32
iv UET 5 123; TCL 10 33
16 iv UET 5 572
V UET 5 208
9 vi YOS 5 190
vii BIN 7 164,165
10 vii YOS 5 188
viii UET 5 145
82 Rim-Sin LARSA YEAR NAMES
10
11
17 ix YOS 5 191
X YOS 5 179
5 X YOS 5 189
xi UET 5 236; YOS 5 136
xii Riftin 53; YOS 5 142
10 xii UET 5 815
26 xii PSBA 39, PL 8 n. 22
TCL10 34
bad dU tugarra/Iskun-$am as
B ii TCL 10 36 A, B
30 ii YOS 5 194
9 iii YOS 5 195
V UET 5 146, 338; Tell
vi
Sifr 8 ; Riftin 23 
YOS 5 146
vii Tell Sifr 9a, 9
'14 viii UET 5 513
ix UET 5 110; YOS 5 197
X UET 5 247; TCL 10
35A, B; UET 5 603
10 X YOS 5 198
25 X YOS 5 132
xi YOS 5 145
15 xi UET 5 415
xii UET 5 110, 111, 643, 
816,817 
YOS 5 208: 5
18 xii YOS 5 193
25 xii YOS 5 196
30 xii UET 5 554; YOS 5 192
2 alan sudsude Rim-Sin
A 8 i YOS 5 231
B 1 ii UET 5 818
iii UET 5 502
iv Tell Sifr 10 =
Strassmaier 15
V UET 5 482
vi UET 5 147, 272
vii UET 5 233
X UET 5 148
xi UET 5 692;
Strassmaier 5, 6 = 
Tell Sifr 11
14 xi YOS 5 200
12 nin-dingir dISkur §a Karkarki
B V UET5 149
vii YOS 5 232 
xiii UET 5 604
13 bad Nergal-garra/Kkun-Nergal
10 i YOS 5 233
20 i YOS 5 234
iv UET 5 181
22 iv Riftin 54
viii VS 13 57; Tell Sifr 12
11 viii TCL 10 38
ix UET 5 93
19 ix YOS 5 235
xi SLB I2 12
24 xii TCL 10 37
14 ugnim Unug, Isin, Tintir, Sutium, 
Rapiqum, Irnene
B UET 5 397 ?
18 iii YOS 8 68
V YOS 8 23
6 V YOS 5 141
19 V BIN 8 23
viii UET 5 293; BIN 2 83
27 X Arnaud, Larsa 239 135
xi SLB I2 22; YOS 5 147; 
Arnaud, Larsa 257:1; 
Syria 58, 71:5
xii TCL 10 39; UET 5 
305, 306, 440, Ar­
naud, Larsa 239 136
xiii? UET 5 307
Kaidda, Nazarum
B UET 5 209
ii YOS 5 236
iv Arnaud, Larsa 232 13
V Tell Sifr 13
vi TCL 10 41; UET 5 159
23 vii Riftin 24
14 viii UET 5 644
X UET 5 375; Riftin 15
xi YOS 5 257; Arnaud,
Larsa 270 2
CHRONOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION Rim-Stn 83
xii TCL 10 40; YOS 8 11, 30 viii Riftin 56
16,17, 49; Riftin 25 30 X Tell Sifr 15
6 xii YOS 5 238 xi UET 5 376; Tell Sifr
16; TCL 10 46
16 id edenna id hegal xii SLB I2 51; Arnaud,
B TCL 10 128 Larsa 234 49
i YOS 8 27
15 i YOS 5 239 18 e Su-Sinna Usarpara
21 i YOS 8 30, 33 B i UET 5 341; OLZ 21
26 i UET 5 645 (1913)75
27 i UET5 646 V UET 5 614
30 i UET 5 647 10 vi YOS 5 243
ii UET 5 648; TCL 10 viii RA 69 134
42; UET 5 248 ix UET 5 378
7 iii UET 5 649 14 ix SLB I2 60
15 iii TCL 10 45 X UET 5 377
20 iii UET 5 240 xi TCL 10 48
26 iii UET 5 650 xii UET 5 389, 355
20 V UET 5 651 15 xii Cornell U. 81
30 V UET 5 652, 653 xiii YOS 5 252
vi YOS 8 28 30 xiii YOS 5 326
14 vi UET 5 654 Riftin 2
15 vi UET 5 655 .
24 vi YOS 5 241 19 idIdigna
30 vi UET 5 656 B R FH 8 15
20 vii UET 5 657, 658 i UET 5 629
4 viii UET 5 659 25 i YOS 5 245
13 viii UET 5 660 2 ii Cornell U. 174
X UET 5 150, 339, 677 9 ii Riftin 106
xi UET 5 362 iii RFH 8 (AJSL 33 p.
10 xi TCL 10 44 225)
30 xi Strasbourg 36 14 iii Riftin 107
xii UET 5 308; Tell Sifr . 30 iii UET 5 158
14; Arnaud, Larsa iv UET 5 112A
234 48 6 iv Arnaud, Larsa 248 4
3 xii YOS 8 32 13 iv YOS 5 244
xiii VS 13 59; TCL 10 43 29 iv Riftin 108
V Tell Sifr 17; TCL 10
17 Imgur-Gibil, Zibnatum vi YOS 8 35
B 22 SLB I2 21 (iti BAL- 18 vi Riftin 109
NA)
X UET 5 661
iii UET 5 151; YOS 5 107 21 X Riftin 110
V YOS 8 50
X UET 5 661
16 vi TCL 10 47 xi YOS 8 58, UET 5 77
viii VS 13 94; Cornell U. xii UET 5 19445
84 Rim-STn LARSA YEAR NAMES
22? xii YOS8171
23 xii Riftin 111
30 xii UET 5 98
Kisurra, Bad
B YOS 8 51
ii VS 13 60
5. ii YOS 5 204
iii YOS 8 37, 38
13 iii Arnaud, Larsa 234 50
iv TCL 10 50 A, B
vii YOS 8 29
26 vii Riftin 113
viii VS 13 61
ix TCL 10 51
xi TellSifr 18
28 xi YOS 5 203
6 xii YOS 8 77
21 Uruk
iv Riftin 29
1 ix TCL 10 52
X YOS 8 31
30 X UET 5 343
xi UET 5 210
xii YOS 5 79
22 ldsikil 
B TCL 10 56
i BE 62 5
iii TCL 10 54
iv TCL 10 55
28 iv YOS 8 36
12 vi TCL 10 53
12 vii YOS 8 82
25 vii TCL 10 57
30 X UET 5 416
xi UET 5 382
16 xi YOS 8 40
xii UET 5 381
14 xii YOS 5 217
YOS 5 220
23 buruna tigida 
B Arnaud, Larsa 248 10,
275 2
l YOS 810
5 i UET 5 456
i i SLB l 2 13
i i i SLB I2 18
14 i i i YOS 8 131; 41
iv TCL 10 59; UET 5 
857, Arnaud, Larsa 
272
6 iv YOS 8 79
25 iv YOS 8 12
30 iv TCL 10 60
V PBS 82 115; Geneva 
26.64 (MAH 16011)
8 V YOS 8 78
26 V Arnaud, Larsa 248 6
30 v i UET 5 234
v i BE 62 4
30 v i UET 5 234
ix YOS 5 149; YOS 8 42, 
84
17 ix YOS 8 80
X UET 5 211, 417; YOS 
8 15; Cornell U. 188
X SLB I2 65
30 X UET 5 344, 345
x i YOS 8 25; Cornell U. 
44
19 x i YOS 8 43
30 x i Cornell U. 35
x ii ARN 27
3 x ii Arnaud, Larsa 248 7
11 x ii Arnaud, Larsa 248 9
20 + [ ] x ii Arnaud, Larsa 248 8
27 x ii Cornell U. 150 
TellSifr 19
id  m a s ta b b a
B 4 i Cornell U. 171
11 i Cornell U. 139
30 i Cornell U. 168
4 iv YOS 5 221
17 V YOS 5 222
14 V RA 12 199
19 V Arnaud, Larsa 276 1
20 V Arnaud, Larsa 276 2
CHRONOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION Rim-Sfn 85
B
id ni-si-sa V VS 13 96
B 19 ii YOS 8 57 4 vi PBS 81 55
1 iii Cornell U. 41 5 vi YOS 8 76
iv UET 5 199 8 vi YOS 5 224
29 V YOS 5 229 17 vi BIN 7 166
vi UET 5 395; PBS 81 42 24 vi YOS 8 94
vi UET 5 595 3 vi UET 5 309
vii Arnaud, Larsa 240 138 11 vi YOS 5 242
viii TCL 10 63; UET 5 431 16 V Arnaud, Larsa 277 1
ix YOS 8 26 1 vii YOS 5 138
X YOS 8 22: Cornell U. 16 vii VS 13 99
164 30 vii UET 5 432
24 X Tell Sifr 20 viii UET 5 250; YOS 2
xi UET 5 454 230; Cornell U. 120
7 xi PSB 81  79 26 viii PBS 81  33
8 xi Cornell U. 129 1 X UET 5 596
21 xi PBS 81 36 xii TCL 10 68
25 xi Cornell U. 108
xii UET 5 514 27 id gunundi
1 xii PSB 81 32 A 3 i UET 5 361
16 xii VS 13 98 B i YOS 8 86
SLB l 2 5,14, 26; YOS ii YOS 8 89
8 39 1 iii Cornell U. 157
iv YOS 5 248
Damiq-ilisu 2 iv Cornell U. 181
ii UET 5 249; AOAT 8 iv Cornell U. 153
25.46 W 2/4 6 V Arnaud, Larsa 277 2
14 ii PBS 81 17 27 V YOS 8 24
20 ii PBS 81 14 16 vi PBS 81 51
V Cornell U. 148 23 vii Cornell U. 156
29 V TCL 10 66 viii YOS 5 247
vi TCL 10 65 20 viii TCL 10 71
14 viii YOS 2 130 27 viii YOS 5 246
15 viii YOS 8 44, 56 1 X Arnaud, Larsa 278 I
19 viii YOS 8 52 16 X YOS 8 74, 75
ix TCL 10 67; TIM 4 17 xi TCL 10 72
X TIM 4 10 17? xii Arnaud, Larsa 278 2
14 X YOS 8  72 30 xii TCL 10 70 B
15 X YOS 8 45
xi PBS 81  48 28 bad Zarbilum
4 xi YOS 8 53 A 11 ii YOS 8 102
17 xi Cornell U. 34 B 1 i TCL 10 74
xii PBS 81 49; YOS 8 139 iii Arnaud, Larsa 283 1
13 xii UET 5 445 iv YOS 8 95, 98; Arnaud,
Larsa 283 2
LARSA YEAR NAMES86 Rim-Sfn
29
vii TCL 10 73; YOS 8 85 26 xii PBS 81 69
viii Tell Sifr 22; TCL 10 21 28 xii Arnaud, Larsa 285 2
ix UET 5 555 30 xii VS 13 64
20 ix PBS 82 113
X YOS 8 3 30 Isin
xi UET 5 251; Arnaud, A 10 vi TCL 10 75
Larsa 257 2, 284 B i UET 5 450
xii YOS 5 218; UET 5 402 ii UET 5 664
12 xii UET 5 367; PBS 8 1 74 14 ii VS 13 62
16 xii UET 5 401 30 ii UET 5 535
Tell Sifr 21; VS 13 93 6 iv PBS 81 67
Syria 58, 71:6 21 iv UET 5 820
9
29 V UET 5 483
Dunum Isin vi VS 13 64; PBS 81 30
A i YOS 8 90 9 vi PBS 81  68
■ 14 i PBS 81 60 10 vi TCL 10 75; VS 13 66
25 i YOS 5 225 24 vi PBS 81 62; 82 109
B i YOS 8 90 vii TCL 10 77; YOS 8 34
14 i PBS 81  60 SLB l2 15
11 ii BIN 8 102 viii Riftin 57
iv TCL 10 76 ix VS 13 65; PBS 81  41
2 iv Riftin 46; UET 5 819 2 ix PBS 8 1 61
14 V PBS 81 108 12 xi UET 5 410
30 vi UET 5 238 X VS 13 63
vii UET 5 407 X UET 5 455
1 viii YOS 5 219 30 X UET 5 383
xii YOS 5 218 xii YOS 5 139
7 xii Arnaud, Larsa 248 20 30 xii UET 5 423
CHRONOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION Rim-Sfn II 87
Rim-Sin II
Rim-Sm lugal 30 xii BIN 2 73
B 10 V TCL1233
29 V YOS 5 528 B e KeS lu kur lu hul
3 vi VS 13 58 Arnaud, Larsa 258: 2
10 vii YOS 8 55 B 10 ii YOS 5 226
1 viii Riftin 74 8 iii §A 167
ix UET5 866 18 iii Belleten 26 p. 44
1 ix Riftin 75 1 iv OECT 8 14
1 X Riftin 76, 77 12 iv YOS 8 83
30 xi lUET 5 324 17 iv YOS 8 54
1 xii UET 5 302 23 iv TLB 1 197
vii ARN 124
emudkurra 16 vii HOLMA n. 1
B 10 iii UET 5 536 11 viii ARN 125
15 iii? JCS 24, p. 94 n. 3 1 ix $A 168
20 + iii JCS 24, p. 94 n. 6 10 ix BAP 1; BIN 7 175
26 iii JCS 24, p. 95 n. 9 23 X YOS 5 227
27 iii JCS 24, p. 97 n. 21 25 x OECT 8 19
iv JCS 24, p. 96 n. 15 27 X $A175
10 iv JCS 24, p. 96 n. 18 xi Tell Sifr 86; ZA 23 p.
1 vi UET 5 556 . 75
3 viii JCS 24, p 97 n. 23 26 xi Tell Sifr 85
20 viii UET 5 214,128 18 xii Riftin 84
23 xi PSBA 39, pi. 4 n. 17 26 xii PSBA 39, pi. 8 n. 21
9 xii Riftin 21 xii TJDB II p. 51
15 xii UET 5 411

